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SUMMARY

To help determine the future of the. Bibliographic Service Development
Program (BSDP), the Council on Library Resources sponsored a conference to
examine bibliographic services for library users with emphasis on their needs.
The meeting was held at Linda Hall Library in Kansas City, Missouri, on
December 14-16, 1983.

The 32 participants included invited speakers. research library admin-
istrators, foundation officers, network and computing center administrators,
library/communications school faculty, CLR board members, BSDP Program Commit-
tee members, and CLR staff. The conference thus brought together people
representing a wide range of services and users--and 32 different perspectives
on how bibliographic services ought to be improved.

The purpose of "Bibliographic Services and User Needs" was to identify
directions toward which the BSDP should move in the near future. To provide
background_before_the. meeting, the Council distributed a paper describing the
history of the BSDP and a list of issues, designed to stimulate thought on the
future of the program. The opening session was devoted to bringing the group
up to date on BSDP-related activities of CLR, the shared cataloging services--
WLN, RLG, OCLC--and the Library of Congress.

Four challenge orAiscussion papers were given at the conference; four
working groups, following the themes of the papers, met later to discuss the
issues. Their collective recommendations were refined by the entire group
into a set of priorities for Council action.

This report consists of the recommendations of the conference, the
four discussion group reports, the four formal papers, the background paper,
and opening session summaries. It also includes the agenda of the meeting,
the set of challenge questions prepared beforehand, 'and a list of partici-
pants.



PREFACE

The extension and automation of the nation's bibliographic systems
have been the most complex and, it will be finally jugged, the most cohesive
undertaking in library history. The work is not done by any means, but there
is a better understanding of the importance of this effort to a society that
is increasingly dependent on information, and the organizational structures
and skills required for further progress are largely in place.

National libraries, the pioneering bibliographic networks, many re-
search libraries and hundreds of individuals have taken part in the work thus
far. The need for productive communication among these participants and, on
occasion, for financial and organizational support was a clear requirement
from the start. The Bibliographic Service Development Program was established
to fill that need and the record of activity during the five years since 1979
providesthe evidence-th-atvalidatesthe effurt-

- But, as we noted, there is much still to be done. The emphasis thus
far has been on improving the operating performance of libraries and estab-
lishing the national and'international base for bibliographic development. It
is now possible to build on these new capabilities, and to turn our attention
to the needs of individual users. The work ahead is intellectually demanding.
It is necessary to probe deeply into the relationships between the character-
istics of recorded information and the specific requirements of individuals
working in all disciplines and at all levels. As the sheer quantity and
diversity of recorded information grows, improved precision in bibliographic
systems is essential.

This present report on user needs, one in a series of BSDP publica-
tions, suggests future program directions as seen by those who participated in
a meeting in December 1983. As usual, CLR is grateful to the participants who
took time to prepare papers and to talk with us. The record of CLR's past
work should, by now, assure those who help that we really listen. Our future
activities will help reinforce that fact.

Warren J. Haas



I. INTRODUCTION

When the Council on Library Resources began its Bibliographic Service

Development Program (BSDP) in 1979, it estimated that the program's objectives

would be met in five years. For a variety of reasons that time frame has been

extended by at least two years,

The record of the program has been outlined in "Five Years of the

Bibliographic Service Development Program: 1979-1983," which is reprinted as

Appendix-A-of this rep ,rt,

To help determine what the BSDP, should concentrate on in the near

future, the Council inited a group of experts to a conference whose very

title describes the pervasive theme of the BSDP: "Bib'iographic Services and

User Needs."

The participants represented virtually ail groups affecting, or af-

fected by, bibliographic services in the I'nited States: people representing

academic and research libraries, national shared cataloging organizations,

schools of library science and communicatluns, foundations, network and

computing centers, and CLR staff and BSDP Program Committee members. A list

of the participants is included as Appendix D.

Background Information,

As a pr .ogue to the meeting, the Council distributed a memorandum to

each participant, including the aforementioned BSDP historical paper and a



comprehensive list of BOP projects, grants and contracts, and publications

through 1983.

Also included was a list of questions or issues to be used as a guide

for the discussions during the conference:

How useful would it be to have access to different kinds of

bibliographic data (monographs and journal citations) from a common
terminal?

Can searching the online catalog be simplified? How?

Is the search for affordable improvements in subject access worth-
while?

What are the problems of integrating _the online catalog into the

"wired campus"?

Are students and scholars well served by the present bibliographic
structure?

Are there products or services that should or ought to be developed

from existing bibliographic databases?

What are the barriers to unimpeded access to' bibliographic records?
How can they be breached ?.

What will the bibliographic requirements be at the turn of the
century? Is the present record structure adequate?

What are the short-term needs of users as they relate to records
and systems? Are their longer-term needs different?

How will institutions deal with increased costs for additional

bibliographic services (people, equipment, telecommunications,

etc.)?

What will the impact on service be of the dispersion of online
catalog access points to sail terminals capable of communicating
with the online catalog computer? What will the user training
problems be? How will the library deal with access problems
experienced by remote users?

What is the most effective role that the BSDP can play in dealing
with these issues?

- 2



The Opening Session

Challenged by the call to help shape the future of the OSDP ( and

challenged further by a heavy snowstorm falling on Kansas City), the group met

first on Wednesday evening, December 14, 1983.

After welcoming and introducing the participants, conference moderator

Lee Jones outlined the procedures of the conference and stated its aim: "To

arrive at an agenda appropriate not only for the Council's Bibliographic

Service Development Program, but for all of us in this room and for all of the

institutions represented here."

He then characterized the "four institutions which have labored

mightily, though not necessarily cooperatively, in the bibliographic vine-

yard:" WLN, RLG, OCLC, and the Library of Congress. To focus on the

bibliographic situation today, he asked the next four speakers to summarize

the activities of their organizations during the past five years and describe

current programs.

Roderick Swartz of WLN reminded the group that WLN was still on the

drawing board six years ago, but has grown rapidly to over 120 members.

Today, he said, WLN is strengthening its planning and development division and

its telecommunications division, and is actively developing its marketing

potential. He stated that WLN is working cooperatively with its colleagues,

especially RLG and LC.

Richard McCoy of RLG traced the organization's history and cited

several statistics, including RLG's 14.5 million records and $12.9 million

balanced budget today. Major current programs, he said, are in resource

sharing, collection development, and preservation, combined with the technical

3



support for all throe. He pointed to RIX1's cooperation with ARL on the

collection inventory conspectus And to RLG's work with WLN and LC on the

forthcoming cooperative exchange of records, McCoy depicted 1983.414 as a

period of stability for RLG and a time of cooperative programs among its PH

member/owners and 24 other members.

Rowland Brown of OCLC related tilt? historical developments that led to

its current size; tO million records, Pm million holdings records, A staff

of 700, and 4,800 members. He said that OCLC's change from a cooperative into

OCLC, Inc. altered the governance structure to allow more responsiveness to

user needs. He stated that patron access will be enhanced by subject

searching next year, and pointed out OCLC's newer objectives, including the

move toward support of a microcomputer-based system, allowing users to be more

time-independent of the system.

Henriette Avram of the Library of Congress Processing Division pointed

to the long-time conflicts at LC: between automating for LC or for the

national community, and, within LC, between the total systems approach and the

modular approach. "The Library of Congress," she stated, "has always been

involved with cooperative projects, but automation today gives them greater

potential than ever."

AVram indicated as examples the LC involvement with RLG's Chinese/-

Japanese/KoreanProjectand the Name Authority Cooperative Project--there are

over 1 million authority records at LC--but reminded the group that "LC is not

cat )e a bibliographic utility--we must cooperate with other libraries."

To.that end, LC has begun negotiations with OCLC, RLIN, and WLN to

accept their records in machine-readable form. The NUC is the only vehicle in

4
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which all three utilities' records are brought together in one place, she

The Linked Vstems Project

All four speakers touched on one of the conference's underlying

themes: the linking of the national databases, specifically through the

BSOP's Linked Systems'Project (LSP). Swartz said that WLN supported the LSP

and intended to continue to work with the larger nationwide community. He

also saw regional potentials in the project.

McCoy spoke of the potential to'provide links between networks and

local integrated library systems. The LSP, he said, is an "opportunity to

create logically a national network of library bibliographic resources, and to

encourage open sharing of records across a variety of networks and among all

libraries."

Brown said that OCLC did "recognize that our system must be able to

link with almost any other machine and system," but wondered what the

standards of such links should be: LSP protocols or those of some other

system. He stressed that "our system must be able to adapt to changes in the

telecommunications system."

Avram called the LSP the most significant major activity of the last

five years. "There is being developed a standard for LSP linkage," she

maintained.

Lee Jones summarized the evening's activities as having established

where we are today relative to bibliographic services. The remainder of the

conference, he said, would be devoted to where we should go. from here.

-5-
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The Second Day: Presentation and Analysis

The Thursday morning session featured four challenge papers;

"The Academic CommuniW and it Services,"

by Thomas Martin

"Bibliographic ACGOS!i: Problems and Prw.,pocK,"

by Douglas Ferguson

"Integrated Academic, Information Systems: The
graphic Interface," by Nina Matheson

"The Knowledge Business: Lconomic Issues of Access to
Bibliographic Information," by Carlton Rochell.

These papers are presented as chapters [[ -V of this report.

Following lunch, the conference broke up into four groups, each led by

one of the morning's speakers. The groups met all afternoon, working on the

issues raised by the challenge papers and the list of questions provided

earlier. Each group developed several recommendations for the next morning's

session.

Thursday evening provided the opportunity for recreation with tours of

Linda Hall Library, the independent research library of science and technology

which served as the host location for the conference.

Following dinner, Dr. William B. Ashworth, the library's consultant

for the history of science, presented a slide discussion on "Images of Baroque

Science." By showing how illustrated title pages of 17th- and 18th-century

rare books contained allegories of scientific controversies, he traced chang-

ing perceptions of the world.



The Third Day Synthesis

The group reassembled early on Friday to discuss its own perceptions

of the bibliographic world. The full group heard the recommendations of the

working sessions, which are included as chapter VI of this report.

At this point the conference was ready to focus its attention on

sifting through the most important recommendations and ranking them. The

resulting list of BSDP priorities, the product of the group's consensus, is

the essence of the conference. It is presented as chapter VII of this report.

By Friday afternoon the meeting was adjourned, with one important

exception: the BSDP Program Committee met to decide what immediate steps to

take on the conference's recommendations.

Thus the. Council moved to transform the collective thoughts of a

diverse group of people .into action aimed at eliminating the gap between

bibliographic services and user needs-ind to work to fulfill the goals of the

Bibliographic Service Development Program in the near future.



II. THE ACADEMIC COMMUNITY AND BIBLIOGRAPHIC SERVICES

Thomas H. Martin, Syracuse University

One of the things I need to tell you right away is that I speak as a

library user rather than as a librarian. My background is in mathematics,

law, computer science, and communication. I am coordinator of a masters

program in Information Resources Management at Syracuse, but I don't have any

formal training in library science and have never worked in a library. My

approach is that of a searcher wanting to make sure libraries continue to

serve faculty and student needs.

In thinking about the future of librarie, one must consider both

constancies and changes. First let us consider constancies. Part of my

training in communication is in how people use and are stimulated by media.

The library is one of those media, and people's reactions are often to the

medium itself rather than to the content. Even before using academic librar-

ies the first time, people have feelings and expectations about what happens

in a library - -the pleasure of discovering that somebody is writing about

things you are interested in, the excitement of finding in a few minutes that

the world's knowledge can be at your fingertips, or the relaxation of sitting

down and thumbing through a magazine. People come to libraries expecting that

experiences will be like they were before, and I think that most academics

hope that this will continue.

The studies of how people use libraries suggest that media habits are

regular and only change gradually over the years. Library users tend to be

9
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extremely active and literate people. I do not know of specific studies of

academic library users, but public library use tends to taper off as people

get older. This may be due to physical mobility difficulties, feelings that

one is already tied into the proper information networks, or perhaps an

unwillingness to start right from the beginning again. For young users who

still are open and active, library use may be one of the ways of gaining

access to new fields of knowledge.

From my reading of the literature, most people tend to be very

satisfied with libraries. Perhaps those who do not get satisfaction out of

libraries stop using them before they get to college. However, some of the

satisfaction may come from how people tend to use information.

Information use is much better described by a stimulation model than

by a seeking model. People are more likely to bump into things they didn't

know were there than intentionally look for things they already know about..

Through their habits of going through the stacks, how they thumb through the

catalog, they run into things even though they can't tell you exactly what

they were looking for.

The other side of this is that they are very often unaware of all the

things they could have found but didn't. Studies of how people are using

online search systems show a tremendous satisfaction with very poor recall.

The consequence is that people may be blissfully ignorant. I think the people

who very often, become the most dissatisfied are those who move from one

library to another and suddenly find that things that were available in the

first library are not available in the second. You find dissatisfaction in

- 10 -
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the early days there, but as time passes they get used to the new library and

revert to satisfaction.

Now, I don't want to sound like I don't know what is going on, because

I know that library staffs are constantly encountering frustrated people.

These are the people who in fact are searching for something that isn't there.

It may be something that hasn't been ordered by the library, that has been

checked out by someone else, or that may not be in the proper location on the

shelves. Then they are aware of barriers and often overgeneralize, claiming

that "nothing is ever in the library when I want it."

These are just a few of the "constancies" that people experience in

libraries--browsing, being surprised, gaining acs : reading, noticing ab-

sences, or perhaps enjoying the building.

Now let us turn to changes. We are in a very unusual period in

history. I suppose it doesn't need to be said, but resources, especially in

the United States, are getting scarce. We are also experiencing a fantastic

increase in demand for computing. I happen to be chairman of the Computing

Resources Committee for the University Senate at Syracuse, and we are trying

to figure out how to quadruple the amount of money going toward computing over

the next ten years. Even if we can do that, we expect that the quality of

service will be degraded because so much demand will be unmet.

Universities are faced with the 'demographic fact that the Zero

Population Growth people were successful. There are not a lot of new bodies

who are going to be paying tuition. There are also a lot of middle-aged

faculty who have tenure and will be expecting salary increases. The conse-

quence of these trends is that resources are very tight, and that academic

1f



planners have to figure out who is going to be cut back, I am afraid that if

we just keep pointing out how satisfied library users are and do not organize

n articulate support group that will fight, library budgets will continue to

be cut. Librarians must become active and adopt a number of strategies.

One strategy I would like to recommend is distinctiveness, or making

people aware that there are new and exciting things happening in academic

libraries. One of the ways this is being done right now is the excitement

generated by online public access catalogs. At Syracuse we have an OPAC

called SULIRS (Syracuse Unive1sity's Library Information Retrieval System). I

am constantly surprised that students are taking their turn at the terminals

and get so much enjoyment playing with them, and in the process find things

that they hadn't realized were there. They actually go to the stacks and look

for some of the things that they find.

I had a colleague from another university who came to Syracuse to be

interviewed for a job in another department. He said that everywhere he went

he kept hearing about SULIRS, so I took him over to the library and showed it

to him. One of my areas is human interaction with computers, and I am very

dubious about claims that people can go up to terminals and use the system

without much training. Rather than giving a demonstration, I asked him to see

if. he could use it and I would watch. Fortunately the SULIRS staff and I had

been working for some months to be sure, people could do this, so that in a

period of two minutes he had entered a query that worked--politics of

computers. I was worried that it might not, because the system does not-drop

off "s" and I knew that this was not in any Library of Congress subject

eading. I did suggest that he use a different search command than subject,

- 12 -
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but this was the only coaching. Out came six different citations, of which he

knew four. He was tremendously impressed, and left with a very positive image

of the library. He went back to a university without an online cataloc, and

may now have a new dissatisfaction. This is just one of thtt. distinctive and

exciting uses of the online catalog.

One of the ways I think we should use online catalogs is as retrieval

support systems. People a;'e now, becoming accustomed to going up to the

terminals and using their hands to type messages into the system. Why can't

this volunteered information be used to find out what people want or expect to

find in the library? How can the system help them decide whether or not it is

worthwhile to continue on into the stacks?

One of the things that needs to be there in the terminal display is

whether or not the book will be on the shelf. It should show whether the book

is on reserve for a course, whether or not it is checked out and when it will

be returned, or if.it has been ordered by the library but is still in process.

We ought to go to the next step and let them ask for interlibrary loan, put a

hold on the book, or perhaps point out that a book should be ordered, provided

that sufficient identifying information is entered by the user. Perhaps the

user should be able to pinpoint particular items that look interesting so he

can get a printout to carry to the stacks. If all this is done right, the

library staff will have a rich source of information about the books in which

library users show an interest. Perhaps this information will be of more use

to acquisitions than what is available through the record of what is checked

out. Another idea for the catalog as a retrieval support system is that users

might appreciate getting some sort of feeling about how frequently particular

-13-
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books circulate. People are often interested in finding out what other

library users are checking out. These are just a few of many possible ways

that the online catalog can facilitate communication between users and library

staff.

I do not want to give the impression that everything will be better...if

only computers are used. I was involved in the design of SPIRES at Stanford

and was involved in early discussions between designers of many syst:ms about

how interactive search systems would lead to users doing their own searching.

Searching turned out to be challenging, and a whole new professional--the

intermediary--emerged to simplify searching for end users.

Christine Borgman has just completed her dissertation at Stanford,

taking Stanford students and trying to get them to use Boolean logic to

formulate queries. They tended not to do very well; even students who had

taken courses in logic had difficulties. The people who had the hardest time

tended to come from the arts and humanities--that is, the heaviest users of

libraries. Consider carefully: what are we doing -if the most loyal of

library users find the online catalog to be a hindrance blocking their use of

libraries? I think that,we have a long way to go in simplifying interfaces,

and am quite sure we can do much better than trying to teach everybody Boolean

logic. We cannot "solve" ,the Boolean difficulty by leaving out any logical

capability, as some designers have. There has to be some way to elaborate

upon a query and/or to make it more restrictive.

For example, in studies I have been conducting at Syracuse regarding

the types of queries people enter into the system, there is a tendency for

users to get too little or too much. If they use the command TI they try to

-14



type in a whole title. This usually retrieves nothing because generally at

least one word in what they enter is wrong. With implicit. "and "ing a single

wrong word results in zero items retrieved. If they use the command WD they

tend to enter a single word. Generally they get back 200 items retrieved--the

maximum a user can see at one time--and they become lost becauie, they do not

know how to refine the query.

The online catalog being developed at Bell Laboratories (by Syracuse

graduates) lets the user enter' as many terms as he wants to awl then rank

Orders the results on the basis of hoW many of the words match words in the

title or subject fields of the bibliographic citations. In this way users are

not penalized for using many terms and can look at a few citations that have a

high probability of being useful.

I am sure our users would very much like to have, the capability

available at Bell Laboratories, but they do not know about it. Our guess is

that only:about 30 to 40 percent of the time are our users getting what they

want, but when we-ask them about things, they say things are fantastic,

terrific. How can they get so excited about a system that they can't use very

well? I don't know. They are very satisfied and have high expectations. I

don't think their high expectations will .be satisfied if we don't continue on

and make sure that they can easily locate a number of relevant citations.

It is not at all uncommon for information systems to be designed in

ways that are not user - friendly. At a recent conference in Boston on Human

Factors in Computing Systems sponsored by the ACM, a number of us who try to

promote user friendly systems expressed our frustration. John Gould of IBM

started his talk with four design principles: 1) determine who the users are

-15-
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and what they are like,. 2) involve representative users in design formulation,

3) use a prototype or simulation so the representative users can actually try

out the system, and 4) modify the system until they can comfortably do their

tasks.- He then went on to find out how many designers 'actually do any of

these things. He asked designers to write out the steps they followed in

design and, out of 447 designers, about 40 percent included two or more of

these four steps. There is a very deep belief that designers have in their

ability to do things properly, and they'think that involving users will just

mass things up. Designers tend to underestimate the diversity of users, and

the consequence is that we are getting systems that the designers can use, but

that many other users cannot. There is a fear among system developers that

iterative design will extend things too long, but if people can't use a system

there is a continuing cost. The history of online systems has been that

design has had to continue many years longer than initially planned. If we

have- earned anything, it is that designing computer systems so people can use

them easily is very difficult. It requires an iterative design process where

ideas are put into prototypes, tested out by representative users, and

revisions are made. It takes years to do it properly. The idea that one can

just put a system together and have people use it from the beginning is a very

bad myth, and I hope we are not going to make that mistake with online

catalogs.

Consider another change in the library's situation where it can show

its distinctiveness. We are entering into a very high technology period of

history, and one' of the things that happens in extreme periods is an attempt

at counterbalancing. Naisbitt suggests in Megatrends that high tech is being

16 -
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counterbalanced by "high touch." There are a number of us who feel that

methods for keeping people in contact with other people need to be improved.

The computer may be, isolating and differentiating people too much from each

other. One way to pull people together is to have them share in a common

center. The library has 'always been a place where knowledge has been shared,

and in a 'very real sense is a commons. There are many ways in which this can

be made even more true. If you look at how people use - information, they may

start with the printed word, but they very often go next to people they know.

As they are entering their terms into the -online catalog, they might not only

receive bibliographic citations,, but also names of courses, professors, other

members of the community who ,are interested in the topic, and groups where

they can find out more about the topic. I am not suggesting that we

immediately go out and implement all of these suggestions, but we need to find

out to what extent people would like to expand their searches to locate human

as well as printed sources.

When I was a student at,StanfOrd, they were putting together profiles

of those faculty who wanted to:have others know what their interests were.

People could then get on SPIRES and search for people doing what they were

interested in. One of the things I liked very much at Stanford was an old

circulation system in the Computer Science library of having cards in the

backs of books showing who had recently checked them out. I liked that

because I could go in and find out who was interested in things I was

interested in. One of the things that really bothers me is when there is a

book I want that is checked out to another person. I would like to know who

it is so I could go talk to him so we could' resolve who had the greater need.
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I would like to see how many people would be willing to have their names

revealed and how many would not. This is likely to be a hard area to get

people cooper'ating.

Another side of pulling people together, is through aggregation. One

of the values that I get out of libraries is that I can sense where there is

activity in a new area. I look at the books on the shelf--if there are a

whole bunch of new ones, and, upon opening them to the back, I find out that

they are being checked out, I know something is going on. I do the same thing

in book stores often buying the books that other professors have ordered for

their students. I look at the reserve lists to see what books they consider

sufficiently important to have their students read. I go through course

catalogs to see what new courses are being offered and who is teaching them.

I am learning about my colleagues in this way. It is possible to set up

libraries and online catalogs so that one can discover where there is activity

and new growth. This is Vannevar Bush's Memex concept, revealing the intel-
_

lectual footprints of one's predecessors.

In conclusion, we have gone over some of the constancies and changes

that make libraries enjoyable and offer opportunities for distinctiveness.

Some ways that online public access catalogs can be used are as communication

devices for connecting users to staff, and as support systems for _helping

users find out where things are located and for staff to find out where there

is need, or change. The online catalog can also be used to help pull people

together, and can show where fields are growing and who are the people to get

in touch.with to find out more. The library, through the online catalog, has
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the opportunity to expand and become the commons of the wired campus of

tomorrow.
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III. BIBLIOGRAPHIC ACCESS: PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS

Douglas Ferguson,1 Stanford University Libraries

Introduction

The problems and prospects for bibliographic access are important to

each of us, and I appreciate the Council's invitation to summarize to this

distinguished group much of what you already know. The career of virtually

everyone, in this room spans the era in which computers, and the changes

associated with them, have become part of the everyday services of libraries

throughout the nation.

The "Progress" that was left out of my assigned title is due in large

measure to the leadership provided by the group of people gathered in this

room. Much of that progress has already been summarized by the chief

executives of the utilities and by others who spoke last night. It is that

progress that gives us confidence in moving forward, individUally as well as

collectively, and it is the mission of libraries as "knowledge institutions,"

in Daniel Boorstin's phrase, that impels us to review and renew our agenda as

we move.

The context of my remarks is the context of research library service,

but that happens to be .a limitation f my own background and I would not want

my remarks to be interpreted in an exclusive or narrow sense. The direction

of my remarks, is to identify what it is that we can do together to make that

service more responsive to those whose research, scholarship, education, and

creativity it supports. The responsibility of libraries, not only research
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libraries, is to make available the resource of recorded public knowledge to

those who use it. The responsibility of each "generation" of librarians is to

seek better ways of making the knowledge resource a useful element in the

evolution of knowledge so that all of society may be enriched.

Bibliographic Records and the Stewardship of Knowledge

I have been asked to address the structural problems_ that are

characteristic of the bibliographic record systems that have evolved'over the

past twenty years in a pervasively electronic environment. After I had

accepted this invitation and after seeing the charges of each speaker, one

reaction I had was mild despair: What more can be said that hasn't been said

before? The very phrase "bibliographic records" is cumbersome and suggests

the worst in the neologisms of library science, management science, informa-

tion science and computer science.

It seemed at the time that it would be vastly more enjoyable- to

discuss the patterns and processes.of information use and what they imply'for,

designing user-oriented information systems. The joy that comes from examin=

ing modes of information delivery and proposing innovative alternatives and

extensions excites the imagination. Even economic issues have an immediate

fascination, if only because we can identify with our own fluctuating bank

balances and the gaps between our resources and our ambitions.

But I didn't call one of my fellow speakers and ask to swap topics,

not just because that's impolite, but, because then I would have to face the

problems of their topics. It's a connected set of topics tha, we are talking

about and the order is significant. For better or worse our bibliographic.
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record systems flow from the creations, of the researchers and writers who grow

the knowledge resource and return to it with the hot breath of hope.

Our delivery systems work with the raw material of the records we

create and the knowledge to which they point. Our economic resources and the
0

policies and priorities surrounding them fuel our plans for change and control

the pace and direction of that change. So I welcome the opportunity to join

with you in examining both the problems of, and the prospects for, the

production and distribution of bibliographic records. I've come to Kansas

City to enjoy this meeting, integrated online bibliographic record structures

or not, and I hope you feel the same.

If, for a moment, we can detach ourselves from the current embodiment

of bibliographic items in cards and digital records, in catalogs and computer

files, we can see them for a moment as a singular social invention.

Bibliographic records and the conceptual connections between them are symbolic

creations of the human mind that deal with the limits of human minds and seek

to extend those limits. Very likely the earliest bibliographic record "sys-

tems" were inside people's heads. The monks who knew the manuscript collet-

tion by heart and the koipers of books in the royal and aristocratic libraries

were walking bibliographic record syStems.. That's the way most of us, I

suspect, still deal with our personal libraries.

But those human catalogs were. part of a time when knowledge had a

narrow scope, when the artifacts of knowledge 'were itivate possessions, and

when few could either produce them, own them, or understand them. Biblio

graphic record systems emerged in that post-medieval period when nature became

as important to decipher as nature's God; when the number of those who sought
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knowledge grew and when the technology for recording knowledge moved from a

craft to a business.

It was during a period of two centuries or more that a new social

vision grew in the minds of some, and endured. This is a vision that the

stewardship of public recorded knowledge is an important social responsibil-

ity. It is important to the practical aims of society, to the education of

the young, and to the uses and enlargement of knowledge itself.

What do bibliographic record systems have to do with the stewardship

of publiC recorded knowledge? Very simply this: bibliographic record systems

are the pathways of the mind through the store of public knowledge. We build

those pathways as a public trust and as a professional responsibility. Where

new pathways are needed they are created. Where pathways are outmoded they

are renewed; Where pathways must meet other pathways those connections are

made.\ The task is never ending and the system or paths is not unified nor

sholild it be. A unified system of pathways is a dangerous thing.

The pathways of bibliographic records are: there to enable us to care

for the contents of the knowledge store. But the singularly important thing

about the pathways is that they are there for those who use and create

knowledge. Some roads must be suitable only for maintenance crews but few

people want to spend much time traveling on Forestry Service roads.

To build better pathways it helps to understand something of the

changing ways in which knowledge is created. To use the potentials of

information technology in this task, it helps to understand some collective

characteristics of information systems. And to see where we might build or
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rebuild next, it helps to take a look at what we have been doing in the recent

past.

And that's what I want to do with you this morning: first, to look at

the evolving character of research, not the whole picture, but some of it.

Then, to examine some relevant featuresof information systems that are part

of the knowledge environment. Third, to revie what we have been doing to

serve research by applying information technology, and then to identify some

present limitations in our bibliographic record systems. Let's begin with

some selected features of research in America today.

The Evolving Character of the Research Enterprise

Research libraries are the single common resource and the single

common creation of the research community. Virtually every scholar, writer,

and researcher in evt, field of thought draws directly or indirectly on the

knowledge resource, and each of, these individuals adds to the continuing

creation of that knowledge resource. Indeed, the research library is, at its

best, only a reflection of that common research enterprise.

As research changes, the research library reflects and responds ,to

those charges. There are several developments in the research that have

particular meaning for libraries and especially libraries in higher education.

Most problems in most disciplines require findings and perspectives from

several disciplines. Few departments are without "By Courtesy" professors who

teach and do research in other departments. Interdepartmental programs and.

seminars proliferate along with problem-focused research projects and multi-
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disciplinary institutes. Research in the sciences, social sciences, and

humanities is now typically interdisciplinary.

Second, academic research has national visibility and importance. The

post-World War II development of government-university linkages has expanded

to government-university-industrial linkages.2 These partnerships often in-

clude groups whose members come from more than one university and from more

than one industrial laboratory. Research communication and cooperation, re-

search support, and the expectations of research make it in every sense a

nationwide enterprise.

Third, significant research is now characteristic not just of a few

but of many industrial nations. Programs of scholarly exchange, joint ven7

tures among nations, and large numbers of international students at American

universities are visible evidence of that. Research knowledge is internation-

al in character.

Fourth, research is no longer just the activity of the single scholar

in the laboratory, office, or field setting. It is intertwined with graduate

and often undergraduate education and is a part of the lengthening process of

professional training.3 The graduate student, the research associate, the

post-doctoral fellow, and the adjunct professor are essential to today's

research and they are pften keys to the quality of tomorrow's discoveries.

Fifth, print on paper is no longer the sole medium for recording the

results of research, and graphics are increasingly used to diSplay and

illustrate findings. Image, digital, video, and audio materials are growing

in volume and importance. As preprints, technical reports, and conference

papers have been integrated into the dissemination system as the initial and
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sometimes the final stages of recording knowledge, so now are computer-

readable data files, software programs, video tapes, and audio tapes entering

the stream, along with a variety of graphic material interspersed or associ-

ated with texts.

Finally, virtually every discipline is being affected by that multi-

purpose tool, the computer. Within the next decade the computer will be a

permanent and essential fixture of the scholar's study, the scientist's.

laboratory, and the student's classroom. Some would say this has already

happened.

The Evolving Character of Research Information Systems

Research information systems have been evolving along with the charac-

ter of research. The overall picture is one of growth and diversification

that need not be recounted in detail for this audience. However, the national

scene has a number of characteristics worth noting:

Information systems are developing in a pluralistic environment.

Information systems are expanding in territoriality.

Information systems are vigorously entrepreneurial.

Information systems are handling more of the knowledge chain.

Information systems and communication systems are one.

Information systems are focusing on the consumer or end user.

The pluralism of the American information scene is strikingly illus,

.trated by the information map produced by the Harvard Program on Information

Resources Policy.4 It depicts-a multitude of interest groups or "stake-

holders" and a bewildering variety of producers and providers in the public
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sector, the private not-for-profit sector, and the private for-profit sector.

The database segment is a small percentage of this map in terms of dollar

volume and the library segment is a minuscule two percent of all information

services and products sold.

Information systems have little sense of territoriality. For good and

sufficient reasons even the most discipline-oriented systems, as in biology,

and the most mission-oriented systems, as in education, overlap with other

systems in content and audience.

The expanding and highly competitive information segment of the

economy is vigorously entrepreneurial in identifying market needs and moving

rapidly to meet them. New companies have produced new databases and new

products based on those databases. Some are available only in computer-

accessible form.

Computer processing, and therefore potential computer access, is

moving backward from citations to abstracts to the original text. One

publisher of microcomputer books in my hometown accepts manuscripts only in

computer form, and the publisher supplies the computer.

While must. information systems offer access by regular phone lines,'

many others offer access by one of the packet switching networks. With

deregulation and the divestiture of the. Bell System, more communication

networks can be expected. A major database service last month announced that

it will introduce its own communication network in 1984.

In the 1970s, when the public database segment was developing, the

major market focus was on libraries. The 1980s have seen a significant shift

to directing products, services, training, documentation, and pricing to
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researchers and other professional users in universities, corporations, and

government organizations.

While it may appear that I have been describing developments only in

the database service industry, each of these features has a counterpart in

library information systems. Library information systems are pluralistic,

overlapping, increasingly entrepreneurial, conscious of electronic publishing,

focusing more resources on reliable communication systems, and developing

access. for the end user.

The Evolving Character of Research information Service

We have looked at some characteristics of the way research is

conducted, and we have looked at some characteristics of the way research

information systems are developing. How is the research library community

interacting with the research context and with research information systems?

The developments I intend to highlight are not all, or even the most

important, developments. The cost-price spiral is clearly of immense signifi-

cance, as are budget constraints and the necessity to seek more effective

forms of managing human, physical, and collection resources. However, the

following developments have particular significance for the production and

distribution of bibliographic records:

Collection building pressures are diverse and unremitting.

Collection management. is becoming necessarily collective.

Collection access is becoming more inter-institutional.

Union database services are growing in size and scope.

Local online catalogs are moving up on institutional agendas.
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Local online catalogs are demonstrating clear benefits to users.

The research library community continues to strengthen the knoWledge

resource from what seems like an ever-growing stream of domestic and interna-

tional material. Increasing attention is being paid to providing biblio-

graphic control for material in digital, audio, and image formats. The work

of OCLC in developing standards for cataloging software and the work of its

Distinguished Visiting Scholar, Nancy Olson, is a significant initiative.

Faced with the fact that library purchasing power is at best static,

while the demand for services and material is not, many libraries have turned

to cooperative collection development. One example is the RLG online conspec-

tus that provides a matrix of data assessing the subject-by-subject collection

strength of member libraries.5

Research libraries draw from a widely distributed network of knowledge

resources. The extended research library, embracing the contents of many

research libraries, is becoming the essential analog of the extended research

community: Scholars and researchers seek to interrogate and draw on the

knowledge resources of several universities and, governmental and corporate

organizations. Direct interrogation and direct delivery contribute to produc-

tivity and achievement by saving time and enabling scholars to examine the

knowledge resource in their own terms and ways. The Council is currently

supporting one project to study the impact of end-user access to commercial

databases through the library.

Two other well-known developments are making extended access and

direct access a reality for researchers throughout the country. Libraries

have poured the records of their holdings into gigantic union databases
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covering the holdings of many libraries. These databases are complete for

some member institutions and represent the most recent decade of documents for

most others. Terminals that can interrogate these databases stand alongside

the librarian and the reference collection in hundreds of reference services

where librarians use them to locate material in local and remote collections.

Drawing on a decade or more of database creation, libraries are

creating local public online catalogs, sometimes by creating the database

themselves, sometimes by drawing on records they have entered into union

databases, and sometimes by a combination of the two approaches. Terminals

are now in public areas, stack areas, and other locations convenient for

library users. Many systems are part of .a computing telecommunication network

so the library's database can be searched from offices, laboratories, and

dormitories and by dialup from homes and offices away from the university

site.

The local online catalog is extending access across time as well as

space. Service hours for computer systems are routinely seven days a week and

around the clock, with scheduled downtime measured in just a few hours a week.

The database is increasingly available when a problem emerges into awareness,

rather than only when the university can afford to staff a library service

point.

There is another aspect to the time dimension, in which time is saved

by providing library users with availability status along with holding status.

The advent of computer-based circulation systems as online catalogs, or in

association with online catalogs, enables the researcher to go to the site
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where a copy is available or to seek alternate sources when it is not

available in the local collection.

Present Limitations of Bibliographic Record Systems

The benefits of the structure we have created for producing and

distributing bibliographic records are well known. The structure is intended

to serve the research and other information needs of the country by means of

the information systems created by libraries and information organizations.

The MARC formats and Distribution Service, the national and regional utili-

ties, the regional and state service centers, and local online catalogs each

have their limitations, but they are a permanent and vital part of the

knowledge service structure of the nation.

With a decade or more of accomplishment. behind us, we are in a

position to see how that structure can be modified. Whether and how we want

to proceed to make those modifications is a task we may begin at this meeting.

I take it that our main task is to identify those activities that have enough

mutual advantage to pkgiuce a consensus for action, and enough mutual risk

that hardly any of us would undertake them alone. There seem to me to be at

least five limitations of our bibliographic record systems that deserve

continuing attention:

The unexploited possibilities of the MARC formats

The unexplored potential of electronic ordering

The self-contained operation of union databases

The isolation of local online catalogs

The sequestering of the MARC database from library users.
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On several occasions I have heard Henriette Avram describe the MARC

format(s) as a "container" in which libraries can put an enormous range of

information. Various researchers have urged us to go beyond the title page in

our online catalogs.6

What are the possibilities for including more content-descriptive

information in our records? In working with machine-readable data files, for

example, many librarians and researchers have found that information on the

characteristics of a survey--its population and sampling' frame, for example- -

are immensely helpful in selecting a data file for re-analysis.

In the recent CLR online catalog studies, 35 to 45 percent of

respondents wanted more content information, the second most requested im-

provement in online catalogs. 7 The problems include labor costs of including

additional information, the conflicts of including copyrighted information,

and the concerns of publishers and authors that access to the record will

substitute for use of the document. Such problems are not new to libraries

and therefore perhaps we can take'another look.

Electronic ordering services have been announced by several utilities,

and the BISAC format hopefully reincarnated in Z39 format indicates that book

vendors and utilities are ready to move.8 Yet electronic took ordering seems

basically at the level of electronic mail. One library is receiving. MARC

format approval records through its computer-based acquisition system, but

that seems to be an exception. Amid the differing interests of book vendors,

utilities, and libraries, what common interests and efforts will forge this

link at the earliest stage in the bibliographic 'record chain?
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The Linked Systems Project offers the potential for moving records

between major computer systems by providing common data communications proce-

dures.9 The same procedures that allow moving records between utility com-

puters can also be used to move records between libraries with their own

processing systems (e.g., Penn State, Northwestern) and a utility computer.

The initial focus of the project is on the exchange of authority data but its

potential is clear for the exchange of catalog records, holdings, and location

data. The full costs are yet to be determined, but the benefits in terms of

sharing the work of record creation and sharing access to several union

databases argue for continued pursuit of computer-to-computer 'inks between

all the utilities.

As'of today perhaps fewer than 10 percent of the country's libraries

have online catalogs. There is every indication that this number will

increase to a majority of libraries within a five- to ten-year period. Yet

almost all of these, online catalogs are isolated in both a horizontal and a

vertical sense. They cannot communicate with nearby catalogs that are stand-

alone catalogs or that are part of another utility. They cannot communicate

with a union database in which their library participates. Thus we have the

anomalous situation in which a researcher at a library terminal first searches

the local database and, failing to find an item, has to get up and go to a

reference, desk where the librarian performs the same search on a union

database system.

Finally, let's take another look at the MARC database. It is a daily

resource for librarians creating bibliographic records. Reference librarians

use it to identify a work that may not be in their library's catalog or in any
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catalog on the union database. There is a particular part of the MARC

database that we might make available to our users. I'm referring to the

Cataloging in Publication (CIP) records. The cataloging is often ba30(1 on

proof copies of publications and is available weeks before the book is most

catalogs. If our users had access to these records, they might just be able

to recommend them for purchase or set up a preemptive interlibrary loan,

assuming that cooperative arrangements for loaning recent in-print material

exist. Books would get to our clientele faster and that clientele would, in

turn, become more involved in creating the collections they use.

Concluding Comments

I want to close with a few thoughts that don't seem to fit into any

part of what has been said so far. Some of them may be pursued by our other

speakers.

There is a bias in our information systems toward handling textual

material. It's, a bias we may not be able to sustain for long. Graphic

material is important for disciplines as diverse as art history and city

planning. A database vendor recently announced electronic delivery of full

text, but illustrations are sent to the customer by mail. In 1981 a National

Science Foundation studyl° admitted the importance of graphic material to

scientific communication but cited massive storage requirements as a barrier.

Optical disk systems are breaking through that barrier. But how will optical

disk databases fit into our bibliographic record systems?

There is a thrust in our information systems planning toward putting

more and more information in our databases. Retrospective conversion is the
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trend of the eighties. The result is massive databases and, in some cases,

slower response time. How much is enough and for whom? Do we as profession-

als, want a degree of database coverage that is suitable for only 4 small

portion of our clientele a small portion of the time? Ithiel de Sola Pool, in

a recent article on "Tracking the Flow of Information," cites "extraordinary

rates of growth in the transmission of electronic information, but much lower

rates of growth in the material that people actually consume, representing the

phenomenon often labeled information overload."11

As we add more information in volume and variety to our information

systems, the imperative for user-guided systems becomes stronger. Ought we to

be thinking about the possibilities of "expert systems" for our online

catalogs?12 Expert systems offer the promise of making explicit the problem

framework that searchers have difficulty articulating. If that ever happens,

we will be at some kind of a breakthrough into a now dimension of interaction

and access with our bibliographic record systems.

Finally, let's return to the theme of the growing knowledge base. One

of the ways in which we can more effectively discharge our stewardship of the

knowledge resource is by renewing our own commitment to applied research.

Many significant studies conducted by OCLC's Research Department have benefit-

ed all who struggle with the problems of libraries today. The existence of

several such units, especially in association with groups of libraries, would

strengthen our ability to generate ideas, to study policy issues, to evaluate

the feasibility and market viability of innovations, and to evaluate how we

conduct our operations.
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IV. INTEGRATED ACADEMIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS:
THE BIBLIOGRAPHIC INTERFACE

Nina W. Matheson, Planning Office,
National Library of Medicine

Through its IAIMS initiative--the acronym IAIMS stands for Integrated

Academic Information Management Systems--the NLM is sponsoring the development,

of several prototype systems that integrate library-managed information sys-

tems and the information structure of the academic medical center.

This is another NLM program likely to have far-reaching effects, for

'which Marty Cummings can take credit. It is a bold and somewhat risky step

beyond the integrition of files within a library or the,linkage of databases

between libraries. The IAIMS focus is on the institutional management of its

information resources and the goal is to make the use of library databases

integral to local institutional databases and networks.

The first phaseof NLM support is institution-wide strategic planning

to involve a broad spectrum of campus interests in the process of assessing

institutional information resource requirements needed to support academic

aims over the next decade. The emergent plans will be two-part. The first

part will conceptualize how information databases may be used in the academic

enterprise. The second part will consist of an operational plan for the

development of a prototype IAIMS in which the library will play a central

role.

The first IAIMS awards were made to the medical centers of Columbia

University, Georgetown University, the University of Maryland, and the Univer-

sity of Utah. These are the first of an apparently growing number of major
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academic institutions where the senior management is beginning to recognize

that information is the fourth major organizational resource that they must

manage, along with people, facilities, and financial resources.

Even if the NLM program produces only some of the desired effects, we

may see the beginning of a redefinition of the roles and purposes of health

sciences libraries. Over the next few years, libraries are likely to experi-

ence enormous pressures to make rapid responses to new expectations for

technologically sophisticated information delivery services, especially in

science and medicine. To meet these demands on the resources and capabilities

of libraries will require both new strategies and new resources. Both should

flow from strategic planning.

Many institutions are developing campus-wide communications networks

through which a multitude of databases and information processing needs can be

meta These campus communications networks will first provide common services

like word processing, electronic mail, and access to online library catalogs.

This is the "wired campus."

They will begin to link various databases, making them accessible for

different purposes. Later, some of these databases will serve to augment and

modify larger databases. These integrated networks will ultimately become

intelligent systems that support research, teaching, scholarship, services,

and the management functions of the academic center.

There are no integrated systems of the kind envisioned, and it may

take close to a decade to reach the point where the scholarly or academic

record and working files can be melded. We have not more than a dozen years'

experience to guide us in developing them. Little hard data is available, in
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part because of the speed of the revolving door of change.

Enough evidence is available, however, to suggest how the elective use

of databases may change in the near term. As users gain experience with

online databases, they will expect increasingly more intelligence, more

extensive scope and coverage, more specificity and immediacy, and more supple

systems. In the next few years I would expect campus information system users

to make at least four demands from online library files:

1. They will expect online bibliographic files to provide access to

the full resources of the library, not only the monographic

titles, in a consistent,fashion, and to depths beyond titles.

2. They will want online files that show relationships of library

materials to the educational mission of the institution and that

serve as a tool for both teaching and independent learning.

3. They will want online files that are intelligent and discriminat-

ing, or that at least assist the user to make' intelligent

discriminations as to the quality and value of a work the

bibliographic data describes.

4. They will expect online files to extend every available resource

to the user via communications channels rather than requiring the

user to physically find information.

Each of these four expectations has serious implications for local

library database management. Whether the modification of generic biblio-

graphic records can assist local libraries to respond to the demand is

unclear.

Let us examine each of these four expectations in a bit more detail.
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First, "Online bibliographic files should provide access to the full

resources of the library, not only the monographic records or the databases

that the library owns or participates in."

Some health sciences libraries'are beginning to respond to the need to

expand bibliographic access to their resources. For example, the University

of California system health sciences libraries are proposing that MEDLARS

tapes become available as a part of MELVYL. The Georgetown Medical Center

Library has developed MINI-MEDLINE. In MINI-MEDLINE the portion of the

MEDLINE file that provides access to Georgetown's core journal collection is

loaded into the local online catalog, allowing immediate unrestricted search-

ing. They are also experimenting with the integration of a drug information

database.

It is obvious that adding subsets of files like SUPERINDEX (the index

to indexes of monographs published by 20 sci-tech publishers), BIOSIS, and

various other science, education, and social science files would, make a

judiciously chosen collection a much more powerful resource. It may be that

health sciences libraries can move more easily into bibliographic integration

because of common indexing of both monograph and journal articles under MESH

headings. Were academic libraries to move in this direction, considerable

effort in subject heading development and reconciliation would be needed., The

principal policy question might be phrased this way: Will it serve the

institution's mission best to do a kind of intensive farming, that is, to

provide multiple access points to a'smaller group of information resources--an

organizing principle of specialized libraries and information centers? If it

is, the importation of selected databases must begin.
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Wh4le-the-searohing-of online-indexes-was-a-novel use-of-technologies,

the provision of service as a fee-for-service luxury may have been defensible.

As online files take their place as fundamental access tools, replacing print

versions, then uniting the monographic and serial indexing databases becomes

an education policy issue, not a resource allocation issue. By continuing to

make external databases P.vailable only to the more affluent, we not only

support a two-track academic experience, but we seriously limit the library's

database utility and effectively restrain access' to the library's most

current, most expensive, and most extensive portion of the collections.

The second expectation is for "Online files that show relationships of

the library's materials to the educational mission of the institution, and

that serve as a tool for both teaching and independent learning." A recent

CLR study showed us that online bibliographic file users are looking for

information, not for specific books by author or title. That need for

information is likely,to be related to a specific and immediate education- or

work-related activity or process.

Libraries will need to add local information to their online databases

if they are clearly to relate the collections to the academic mission. Such

local Information need not entail, necessarily, de novo data collection. For

example, acquisitions-decisions are normally made in response to criteria that

could be added to the public files, containing such information as level of

collection development, course relevance, faculty/staff recommendations, or

objective review sources. Many course syllabi represent a distillation of

information sources that could be keyed to the database.
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In the longer run, library databases will be expected to support more

independent or adult learning needs. The population in the near.,,,future will

be predominantly adults. For this population, subject headings may be the

basic intellectual access keys. The average number of topical subject head-

ings for both CATLINE and MARC records is 1.8. Ten is the average number of

headings in MEDLARS indexing. It may be that increasing the number of topical

subject headings for monographic records may be useful.

On the other hand, we know that alphabetically-based indexing systems

like LCSH are less effective than hierarchical subject headings like MESH for

describing a field conceptually. When Peterson attempted to map LCSH Art and

Architecture terms into a hierarchical structure, she found significant gaps

and subject heading voids.

Lack of a disciplinary approach to subject analysis is likely to be a

serious barrier to effective use of the bibliographic file. By providing

cognitive map of a field of study, bibliographic files could be used as self-

educational tools, not only as findivig devices for materials in libraries, on

shelves, or on videodisks.

The third expectation is for "Online files that are intelligent and

discriminating, or that at least assist the user to make intelligent discrimi-

nations as to the quality and value of the records retrieved." Subject-

heading and keyword retrieval are a far cry from even primitive knowledge-base

prototypes. It can be argued that our current approaches to database develop-

ment resolutely ignore an issue that must be faced, especially as we approach

the ability to store the world's information base in a relatively small

physical space.
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The issue articulated by Kerr White of the Rockefeller Foundation

needs to be taken into account. He says:

Libraries are repositories for information that may or may
not survive the test of time and that may or may not have some
ultimate practical or even theoretical value.

Although a computerized information system such as MEDLARS
may be suitable for certain applications, 'the capacity for
storing, retrieving, and transmitting all possible information
bearing on questions...is of trivial importance compared to the
task of obtaining credible answers themselves. Where resources
are in short supply they should be used for obtaining answers to
important questions rather than for processing information of
dubious or ephemeral value.

In other, words, some value, some significant. content, and some

intelligence in the storage, retrieval, and'display of data are essential to

justify further bibliographic database development.

Early users of MEDLINE were frustrated by the long, undifferentiated

lists of items regurgitated by the system until techniques for sorting and

ordering output were made available. The problem for monographic retrieval

is, of course, intensified by the limited number of headings and the general

coarseness of their filter ability.

You may be amused by this true story. At the Library of Congress,

while using the card catalog, my husband saw some kids at the SCORPIO

terminals, busily typing away. Across a gulf of 40 years he regarded them

benignly and envied their easy familiarity with the new technology. He

thought it charming that they were helping one another out. Then he wondered

why bibliographic entries seemed so entertaining. On closer surveillance he

found they had discovered the latest video game: find the heading with the

last postings. When he walked away the winner had found a heading with more

-
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than 37,000 postings. Then I guess they found "U.S.--History" and hit the

jackpot as Henriette told us last night.

I suggest that even 10 is an overload. The rule of thumb in the

health sciences is three or four "good articles." As we heard last night, the

number of records in our system is awesome. It is also awesome that we seem

to give the naive user no help in selecting from that mass.

The fourth expectation is for "Online files that extend every avail-

able resource to the user via communications channels, rather than requiring

the user to go to the information." This, of course, in its long -range goal,

is the provision of text retrieval. This capability is presently fairly

limited, and in online mode is very expensive. Furthermore, present versions

of online journals, textbooks, and encyclopedias' are primarily replacement

media. The screen provides replicas of printed pages. Words on these pages

may be highlighted or underlined, but the computer is used basically as a page

turner. This is the same pitfall that early CAI systems fell into and have

yet to recover from.

It is likely to be a while before intelligent knowledge bases become

available, partly because they are now so labor-intensive to produce, and

partly because of the still limited state of the art in artificial intelli-

gence, research.

In the meantime, library systems need to respond to existing work

habits and requirements of students and faculty. If they do so, they might

find a broader constituency. Studies of academic libraries consistently show

that a high percentage of students, somewhere between 10.8 percent and 63

percent, do not make use of library facilities; The number of part-time
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students and faculty 's increasing. They, as well as students and faculty

from professional s hools, are known to register very low library use.

This is not o say that they do not read or use library materials. In

fact, data show tha they use libraries that are convenient, or known to have

material of relevance to them. Until online text retrieval is widely avail-

able and accessible through normal academic, communications channels, tools

that help inquirers to browse and shop for convenient local sources of

inforMation related to their academic needs are increasingly important.

A related function is to be able to switch the user to many different

files on the campus, for infoRnation .or for help. Campus communication

networks will most certainly need a directory of databases. ,Some health

sciences libraries are already beginning to explore aspects of this issue.

Georgetown Medical Center Library, for example, plans to use data from their

strategic planning self-studies as the foundation for such a database.

Currently our bibliographic systems are broadcast messages: files

aimed at the broadest audience to meet the broadest need. In building large

networks that will "ultin.ately provide, worldwide, more information to more

people than ever before about what has been published and where materials are

located," a quotation from Lee Jones about a BSDP goal, we must ask ourselves

whether "more" of the same is what is needed.

The trend in the media,is away from broadcasting, or appealing to the

greatest mass of recipients, and toward "narrowcasting," that is, special

interest programming for identifiable market segments. I suspect that is what

we will confront as campus communications networks evolve through "broadcast-
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irg" of what has always been in manual forms, to "narrowcasting" of what the

technologies now allow us to do that had never been done before.

A last thought: I tend to think that form follows function for

bibliographic architecture as well as for architectural design, because the

answers to many of the thought issues Lee has given us are conditioned by the

functional uses, and because we have barely_ begun to explore or exploit the

uses of the existing generic bibliographic record by users. I hope we keep

testing the product, its quality, packaging, and delivery as a way to

understand the strengths and weaknesses of the structure.



V. THE KNOWLEDGE BUSINESS:
ECONOMIC ISSUES OF ACCESS TO BIBLIOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

Carlton Rochell, New-York University

Ogden Nash once wrote, "Certainly there are lots of things in life

that money won't buy, but it's very funny--have you ever tried to buy them

without money?" Most of us have been taught that knowledge is one of those

things money can't buy. But when you consider the cost of tuition, journals,

books, reference materials, and the new electronic media, you realize that we

do'indeed buy knowledge. To some extent, we always have. And the difference

today is one of cost--not kind.

There have always been those who could not afford to pay the price of

knowledge. And they have traditionally turned to libraries, for one of our

missions has been to provide free access to information. Today, that mission

seems imperiled, for librarians are asking if we can continue to play this

role in the new information age, if we can supply access not only to books and

periodicals but to all the sources of information today's technology is making

available--technology that we are hard-pressed to afford.

What this technology is creating is a knowledge industry. And.what we

must determine--and determine quickly--is just what role libraries should and

can play in this industry. Or, as I would prefer to state the issue: How can

we sustain our traditional role in this new environment?

It is an environment in which the most powerful players of the moment

appear to be the database vendors: the'public, quasi-public, and private

developers of databases.
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In this conference we have focused primarily on our own quasi-public

bibliographic databases, those developed7by-141orarynetworks,OCLC,RLGand

WLN, and on the public database of the Library of Congress.

But these bibliographic databases occupy a small corner of the new

world of electronic networks, in which the fastest-growing elements are

commercial information services like The Source and CompuServe, government

databases, and the growing number of publishers' databases and specialized

services.

It is hardly surprising, since we now have a knowledge industry, that

the concept of "information as a commodity" should have gained such currency.

Now, the truth is that information has always been somewhat of a

commodity. Publishers have been selling it for quite a number of years. Yet

we have tended to think of information as free, to allow that books were

private property while their contents were somehow public property. At least

we have acted that way.

But even if we think of information as "free," we are used to paying

for its transmission in forms that please us or are convenient to use. That's

why we buy books, magazines, and specialized journals. And already some

information only exists in a form we must pay for, like the contents of

certain newsletters.

The commodification of information may begin with payment for trans-

mission in a particular format, but it doesn't end there.

As more and more information becomes available through bibliographic

databases and document delivery networks, less will be available in other

forms. In time, we will no longer be paying for the transmission of
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information. We will be paying for information itself,' in the only form we

can find it. And it-will no longer be the specialized products of newsletters

to which free access is denied.

Let's look at a concrete example of the commodification of informa-

tion. Until now, all the findings of the nation's decennial census were

available in print. You could get- hold of the bound volumes: in, any federal

document depository. But much of what the 1980 census uncovered exists only

in computer files. It is available, all right, but there is no way to get at

it except by computer--and there are damn few places where the computer time

is free.

John R. U. Page has gone even further in explaining how technology

will alter the economics of access to information. We now pay ,for the

processes by which "the computer and retrieval system selects only relevant

information from the total mass," says Page, and for the information itself.

Moreover, Page points out, "The user is required to pay to look at it to judge

its relevance." This he rightly identifies as "a relatively new commercial

principle not so far applied in other sections of the information industry.

For example, bookshops and bookstalls." And, I might add, it is also not

applied in other industries: imagine paying for the right to look--just look

at Ford's 1984 models.

As a commodity, information is unique. Information is not a private

good like a car. The owner still has it even after it's sold. Neither is it

a commodity that exists in limited supply. Information can be used without

being used up. Forty people can pay for connect time to the New York Times
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databank and search for information on, say, the first moon walk, and that

same information will still be available for any number of future queries.

All of this may cause us to wonder just why database vendors have

established a pricing structure that tends to limit rather than expand demand..

It should make us ask if the prices libraries or their users must pay for line

charges or connect time are an equitable or economical way of dealing with

bulk purchasers of service.

Moreover, we must recognize that if information is a commodity, then

it is not only a most peculiar-one, but it is not a commodity alone. It is

also an entitlement. This is how we in the library world have tended to view

information. And it is not a perspective we should now consider abandoning.

The idea that access to information should be governed by laws of equity and

not economics certainly came through loud and clear at the White House

Conference on Library and Information Services in 1979.

For us, or most of us, it remains an article of faith that people

should not have to pay for access to public information.

Here let me quote a colleague of mine, who offers a particularly

persuasive explanation of why the services that libraries offer are public

entitlements that serve the common good--and that must remain cost-free in

order to do so.

"Libraries offer goods and services that provide external benefits to

society at large," Nancy Kranich writes. "If priced, these services would

probably not be consumed at levels in line with the long-term public interest.

In conjunction with the educational process, library services provide impor-

tant collective benefits that result in increased national income, wealth, and
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social welfare. In addition, libraries offer the public the 'demand option'

to use materials should the need arise at a particular future time. Finally,

libraries offer services to poor and wealthy alike, thereby assuring access to

information resources on a equitable bais."

I might also add that there has been a quantum leap in the amount of

information people must have to participate fully, as consumers or producers,

in our economy. And to be effective citizens today requires a fairly

sophisticated understanding of science and economics, and an appreciation of

other cultures.

Given the public's need for information as a tool for survival,

personal achievement, and cultural enhancement, it seems obvious that informa-

tion must be widely available. And to insure that it is, information is best

provided on a collective basis rather than on an individual one.

I don't imagine many of you would argue with this. But if we persist

in our notion of meeting today's information needs and assuring equitable

access, we run squarely into the issues of cost. Who will pay for individual

access to information available only via the new technology? And that means

we must grapple with, but not, in my judgment, necessarily surrender to, the

notion of user fees.

It -can be argued--and has been--that user fees amount to double

charges, since the public pays for library service through taxes and students

pay through tuition.

The case has also been made that imposing user fees in libraries will

impose a, kind of censorship, resulting in the ,acquisition of only those

materials or databases for which people are willing to pay. As Fay Blake has
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argued, "No matter what your analysis of the needs of your whole community may

reveal, no matter how useful a service may be, no matter how effectively your

library's resources can be organized to provide a service, the ultimate test

for development of services will not be the needs of society but the ability

and desire of a relatively few individual users to pay for it."

And, let me add, since the most profitable databases available are

those in business and science, the databases that are in greatest jeopardy are

those in the humanities and social sciences. Thus, if user fees are imposed

as the norm and the marketplace prevails, the breadth of resources available

will be radically curtailed.

This argument meshes well with another concern we should have about

imposing user fees for electronic services, and that is the difficulty of

drawing the line there. We might well be opening the door to "fee for

service" libraries. If we demonstrate that one service can be self-

sustaining, why not all services? Why not charge students by the number of

books they use as well as the amount of time they spend online? These are

questions we ,cannot answer philosophically. Practical answers may become

equally difficult once we take it upon ourselves to break with our tradition

of free access, with nominal fees--like those for late returns or interlibrary

loans--charges only as a means of assuring the availability of scarce

resources.

Nevertheless, there are voices today calling loudly for user fees,

arguing that our commitment to equitable access is without a basis in reality.

After all, libraries serve only a small part of the nation's public, and most

of these users are middle- or upper-class. Libraries, they conclude, are
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therefore not worthy of public support--for why should the poor be taxed for a

middle-class service? To them, the hottest question now seems to be nut "fee

or free" but "how much to charge."

Indeed, one must search diligently to find a library that has not

already skewed our basic professional philosophy when it comes to database

searching.

I believe it is too easy to ask "how much," and too few of us have

taken the time to consider "how else." Undoubtedly, libraries must change to

meet the demands of a wired world, but they can change their technology, even

their methods, without changing their mission.

Libraries. benefit the whole of society, directly and indirectly. Many

of our nation's best writers first discovered literature inside a public

library. It seems. clear to me that libraries play a vital role in educating

citizens, in providing them with the option to learn, and in developing

citizens who can contribute to our culture.

My colleague at NYU, economist Larry White, argues that even if

libraries constitute a "government service," there is no reason why they

should not operate on a fee basis. He points out that, indeed, fees are

levied for other government services, like toll roads or municipal parking

lots.

That is indeed true. But government charges for parking space, like

fees at municipal tennis:: courts, are meant to ration limited facilities and

ones to which there are alternatives.

Many localities also charge a minimal fee for water. But what do you

suppose the reaction would be if the townfolk suddenly discovered that some of
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their neighbors were literally dying of thirst because they could not afford

to pay the local water rates. Or what if we were charged by the glass?

This is a better analogy, if a somewhat melodramatic one. And in the

case of access to information, the victims who are unable to tap in because

they cannot afford the fee would not even be aware of the vital resources they

were being denied.

We saw what happened not long ago when the National Library of

Medicine raised 'access fees to MEDLINE. Use by doctors fell off sharply. And

I shudder to think of what this may have cost the doctors concerned, or their

patients.

Of course, MEDLINE traffic picked up later when the price was lowered.

But the volume of neries never returned to its earlier level.

User fees are an easy answer to a hard question, they should not

be used a's an excuse for librarians to abandon their traditional commitments.

Instead, let's consider hew else to deal wqh the costs of our new information

systems.

I want us to look closely at how we go .bout automating our libraries,

what the new t,2chnology wil; mean in terms of ao%Nisitions, what benefits we

can expect to derive from the new systems and how we can best use them, and

how we must negotie.e, both within the university and outside, for anew

understanding of libraYy servic rid for a more substantial role within the

information industry.

nsider first 'how manage"ient can increase the cost benefits of

automation by looking at the electronic library from a more systematic

perspective.
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For example, there are various levels of automation within NYU's

libraries. Starting at the local level, we have a computerized circulation/-

reserve system, an information management system, and now an online catalog.

These systems will communicate with each other through a local area network.

This first-level node is connected to a regional consortium and also is

directly linked to a national network--RLG. Each level operates alone and

within a larger system.

In moving through these various levels, library administrators would

do well to remember several points. The first, so obvious it's 'rarely

mentioned, is to make sure their organizations are running efficiently--

regardless of automation.

Second, never jump the gun. We all like to think that we're above

"keeping up with the Joneses," but there is an awful lot of pressure to

develop something like an online catalog when it starts to appear that

"everybody haS one but us." -But it's unrealistic to think that we can all be

at the same stage of development--and it just doesn't pay to try to implement

a system you're not ready for.

Library administrators must also be wise in drawing up contracts. A

good contract with a responsible vendor can be powerful insurance against the

kinds of technological failure that plunge you into a financial hemorrhage and

possibly unemployment!

Keep in mind that it makes economic sense to budget for technology on

a capital basis, spreading the hardware and certain software costs over years

and providing a means to cover depreciation.
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Further, administrators must pay attention to how the new technology

is being used by both staff and patrons. One of the best ways to drive down

costs is to recognize when and why a system or a product isn't working

effectively. If online searches are costing too much, it might mean that

searchers are not using the system properly or that the system itself is not

user-friendly.

For some libraries, it may be useful to set search/cost parameters.

As an example, I quote James Rice, Jr.: "At Westport, librarians determine

when online searching should be used in a specific situation. Then, they also

determine how long it should be paid for by the library and when the patron

should begin to pay. As with traditional reference work, a line is drawn with

each patron as to how much individual service is justified or warranted. At

Westport, this, is usually a half hour of online searching or traditional

reference assistance. The time limit is a guideline, not a rigid rule. The

initial inquiry is free and librarians at Westport anticipate that most

information needs can be met within the allotted time."

While I don't agree with this model in all of its particulars,

especially its pricing structure, the basic' concept is sound--as long as

librarians must remain gatekeepers, we must be'able to determine when online

searching is mandatory and when it is unnecessary.

One of the major problems you must address when dealing with online

services is choosing those database rate structures that are most cost-

effective. As Harry Kibirige points out, this may require coordination of

discrete units. Kibirige writes, "In some organizations utilizing services

from commercial databanks, the central administration may purchase data
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communications services from Telenet, the technical library may use AT&T and

the medical center may use Tymnet when accessing the same data banks....In

such a situation," Kibirige concludes, "wastage of funds can be avoided by

initiating a central data communications policy and minimizing the number of

data communications vendors."

Finally, library administrators must seek support for automation from

as many sources as possible. They must look to their local, state, and

federal government, and to foundations. And, most importantly, they must be

able to document their case to their own fUnding authorities: that their

institution and the new technology it employs will provide concrete benefits

to the community it serves. This means investing in grant campaigns and in

lobbying.

For those who may doubt the effectiveness of lobbying, let me cite an

example provided by Fay Blake: A few years ago, Jerry Brown--then Governor of

California - - showed up unexpectedly at a California Library Association Confer-

ence. "A University of California librarian brought to his attention the

growing problem of fees for services, got his quick acknowledgement that this

sounded elitist and undemocratic and his agreement to consider legislation for

alternatives. Before the day was out, a proposal wasin the works for the

preparation of such legislation., An amendment to the California Library

Services Act is under consideration providing for a state-owned online

database service that would provide to public and academic libraries and to

state agendies the most frequently used databases at a minimum charge." Now,

of course, most lobbying activities do not have such immediate payoff, but

they pay off in the long run.
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One last point on this subject. Library administrators should remem-

ber that their greatest advocates can be--and should be--the users themselves.

When the public in general and the university community in particular become

convinced they need new and better services, and demand them as their right,

half of our battle will be over.

Let's assume' that we have all been wise and diligent and first-rate

grantsmen or grantswomen--and we all have automated libraries. One of our

first concerns should be the acquisitions policies appropriate to a network

environment. As many of us already know, libraries need to re-orient them-

selves to a world in which collecting information is of less concern than

transmitting and providing access to it.

At the IFLA conference held this summer, Maurice Line, Director

'General of the British Library Lending Division, explained this notion:

"...more and more information will be transmitted but not recorded," he

began. "Secondly, the recording of information will no longer be in the fixed

forms to which we have been accustomed--the printed page, the gramophond disc,

the film--because electronic stores are amenable to change. Our attitudes to

national archives of recorded knowledge will have to change; and if libraries

are not to have a diminishing role as information communicators, they will

have to devote less attention to storage and more to transmission." He adds,

almost as an aside, "It will take us some time to adjust to the concept of

recorded information as fluid and changeable."

Now, how does this new concept of information change our collecting

policies? First, we should try to offset the price of supporting technology

by canceling expensive subscriptions to rarely used and duplicative print
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indexes and services. What this means is that a library doesn't have to pay

up front for an index that may be used once in a year, but only for the cost

of that one specific online query. Another consequence of this new orienta-

tion to collection development may be that libraries will have to stop buying

in areas that are rarely used.

Lest anyone jump to the conclusion that I am urging libraries to

abandon their archival function, let me add that I would like to see the

archival function carried out collectively. For example, first RLG libraries

and now ARL libraries are conducting conspectus projects to compile a

comprehensive, subject-based assessment of their members' existing collections

and collecting practices. The projects' aim is to make each library responsi-

ble for certain areas of strength. The philosophical underpinning is simple

and sound: In today's world, access--and not ownership--of information is

all.

Acquisitions is not the only area where library automation will

produce net gains. The old adage "time is money" is still true, and

technology saves both time and money by opening up new and more efficient

lines of communication between internal departments and among various librar-

ies.

Automated libraries are also less labor-intensive than libraries of

the past. At first we will only be saving hours, freeing staff from one chore

only to occupy them with another. But eventually we will be able to actually

reduce the size of our support staffs. The online catalog, for example, will

eventually eliminate the need for clerks to file cards. It will also reduce
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the number of staff needed to determine whether an item has been checked out

or if it has been ordered-.4hat information will be readily available online.

Until now, technology has saved us money in the "back room," but as

the volume of independent users grows there will be less demand for profes-

sional intervention, and thus we'll be saving in the "front room" as well.

But to realize these savings out front, we will need systems that are truly

user-friendly.

In time, many patrons will be able to address reference queries

directly to the online catalog or to terminals dedicated to bibliographic and

other databases from scholar work stations. In most cases, online searching

will be more flexible and comprehensive than manual searching. "-d let me

remind those who think.users will find electronic searches too comii,.:ated and

time-consuming that many patrons are now overwhelmed by the enormous task of

tracking down the appropriate print texts, deciphering their symbols and

instructions, and weeding out just the right facts. For them, online search-

ing may well prove a blessing.

In fact, almost all the questions we are getting on Bobst's online

catalog--BOBCAT--are: "When will we get more records, more features? When

will we get terminals in other locations?" No one says "Let's go back to the

card catalog."

By carefblly managing our organizations as technology is applied, we

should see savings in personnel costs--savings that could be applied, for

example, to an annual charge for database searching and other new information

services. What this boils down to is using the benefits of technology to pay

for technology.
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We should be able, if we are wise and diligent, to automate our

libraries with a minimum number of costly mistakes and the maximum amount of

outside support. We should be able to realize some savings on the trade-off

of access for acquisitions and achieve a few economies in personnel,as well.

Will all of this allow us to duck the question of user fees? Of

course it won't.

I believe there are two answers to this question. The first, and more

immediate, is to recogoize that simply passing on access charges to students

and faculty, while it may seem the easiest solution, is not the best.

Instead, I'propose that we pass on the problem rather than pass on the

bill. We do not determine how many books are needed by students of economics

. or English or advertising or law. The faculty determines that. The schools

and colleges pretty much determine the level of services they expect from the

library and, in theory, they cover the costs of these services by taxing their

students.

Is it really so different when databases replace books and journals?

Cannot tne schools, colleges, and departments, working with the library,

establish guidelines and set standards of access, and cover the costs as they

have always covered library costs--through tuition or state appropriations?

The alternative, charging everyone for every service, is neither cost-

efficient nor consistent with our basic philosophy. I believe we are in a

good position to make our case. For years, I have argued that online services

should be an integral part of a library's reference department, and with good

results. Recently, NYU's Vice President for Finance came to realize that,

philosophically, computer services--including those offered by the library--
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are now an essential educational service for the university and that students

should no longer pay directly each time such serviues .err! needed. Philosophi-

cally, at least, the point has been made..

But there is a second answer to the question of costs, It lies in the

uses that we will make of our new sptems and the role our libraries can play

in the knowledge industry, ways in which we may offset the costs of

technology, not by what we save on our old operations, but by what we earn on

some of our new ones.

Now, most studies demonstrate that academic libraries are one of the

biggest customers of commercial databases. If this is the case, then we

should be using our clout to convince database vendors to price their services

to libraries at flat or discount subscription rates rather than on a connect-

hour basis.

If vendors would take this first step, everyone--libraries, research-

ers, and vendors alike--would benefit. Lower fees would translate into

greater volume. Jan Egeland of BRS has no argument with this. "It is

preferable from our point of view," Egeland says, "to have a smaller return

from a larger number of connect hours, than to rely on high return from a

limited percentage of the total potential searching volume."

Vendors also can be a source of additional revenue, for there is a

flip side to the library-vendor relationship. Richard Phillips Palmer writes:

"For some of the services that they render, information services rely on

libraries. They turn to libraries when they are engaged in research, document

delivery, information-on-demand, and consulting services."' According to Palm-

er, "Over half of the fee-based information services in this country belong to



the Special Libraries Association in order to gain access to libraries. Many

state that user charges would not be a deterrent to their use of libraries."

It was the business side of libraries that drew the greatest attention

at a conference on library budget problems held at C.W. Post last June. The

most important contribution of the conference, in my opinion, was its emphasis

on academic libraries assuming an active role in the information industry, and

having off-campus users pay for information.

This holds true when we talk not only of database developers and

information brokers, but also of corporations who tap into databases of

special libraries, like NYU's Graduate Business Library or Real Estate

Institute. If information is all in this wired world, a concept now popular

in the corporate world, businesses must be willing to pay the price--and they

are.

In short, when dealing with those who recognize and treat information

as a commodity, and who use it for profit, libraries must be prepared to do

the same. It seems foolhardy to give information at bargain rates to those,

prepared to pay dearly for it, and then to whine that we have no choice but to

demand direct payment from students and scholars.

Let's take the notion of the library's business side a bit further.

If libraries are bold enough, they can do more than negotiate subscription

rates from vendors or charge information brokers for library services. They

can become better retailers of informatic:., Leasing database services at

subscription or discount rates, libraries could then offer search services to

off-campus clients with no other access. This retailing would pose no more

threat to database vendors than traditional library operations have posed to
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conventional publishers. Furthermore, it would secure for libraries a vital,

and appropriate, role in the knowledge industry.

As a great many speakers at the C. W. Post conference agreed, the

external marketing of online services may be the best way to solve the

financial crises of academic libraries--and to preserve the public's right to

equitable access.

If we take the initiative and develop the capacity of our own

information services and actively solicit more commercial users through

aggressive marketing, we may see the library move naturally and effectively

onto and over the ninth wave into the new information age.

If we are going to get this transition under way, then we have got to

start by coming to some kind of agreement with database producers and database

vendors.

It's' all very well to speculate about why we should get flat

subscription rates, and what we could do with them if we had them, but we are

not going to get them by complaining about how unfair the present system is,

or by special pleading that we are such worthwhile institutions, serving in so

many ways.

We have a chance to get what we want; or part of it, if, we get

together and ' somesome collective muscle. We know how much of their services

we use. We KrjW how much they depend on our resources. We must make

that they know we know it, and that we are not prepared to sit passively by

and see vendors fatten while we are forced to impose user fees.

What concerns me right now is how vital are the decisions we will be

making in the next few years. Technology is here for the long run. There is
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no turning back or holding off. If libraries are going to survive, they will

have to automate. And library administrators will have to hone their manage-

ment and fund-raising skills.

To support the costs of automating, libraries will have to use local

and national networks to the fullest and to protect the notion that those

networks and utilities that we have created, or helped to create, operate

within an economic scheme that recognizes our philosophy. They will also have

to develop the "corporate connection." This may mean charging information

brokers and retailing database services to other off-campus users. A rational

economic structure may also include ventures with either hardware or software

firms, as well as involvement in the videotext market, new technologies, and

markets not yet developed.

All that these suggestions change are the ways in which we support and

manage libraries, not their mission. We must assume a more active role in the

knowledge industry as a means to preserve the entitlement to information, to

assure that free access is a living reality and not a dead ideal.



VI. RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE WORKING GROUPS

The four working groups met Thursday afternoon to discuss the issues

raised by the morning's challenge papers and the previously distributed list

of questions.

Each group-was led by one of the morning's speakers with the exception

of Group D, where James Govan served in place of Carlton Rochell, who had to

return to New York after his presentation that morning.

Two groups responded to specific questions; two groups prepared a set

of recommendations. 'The reports were given as the first order of business on

Friday morning, Dec tuber 16.

Report from Group A

Douglas Ferguson reported that the group's highest-ranking recommenda-

tion was the interfacing or linking of the bibliographic utilities; to that

end, the group called for a careful _examination of the protocols currently

being developed.

The "wired campus" concept is an area where libraries should take a

leadership role, he said. Academic research libraries should convince univer-

sity administrations of the need to create such systems, with library

personnel willing to assume leadership roles.

Ferguson reported that the status of automated content analysis should

be assessed, with the premise that records could be expanded on a pragmatic

basis.
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Finally, the allocation of resources in response to adopting new

technologies needs to be examined to make sure the requirements of users

continue to be met. New patterns of resource allocation should be introduced

for collections, staffing, and facilities, including new technologies, Fer-

guson said.

The members of Group A were Douglas Ferguson (discussion leader),

Larry Besant, Rowland Brown, Martin Cummings, Nancy Eaton, Carol Ishimoto,

ve, Lynn Magrath, Ronald Miller, and Keith Russell.

Report from Group B

Group B responded to specific questions. Sarah Thomas reported their

recommendations:

ARE STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS WELL SERVED BY THE PRESENT BIBLIOGRAPHIC

STRUCTURE? Despite great strides made in increasing bibliographic access,

further advances are called for: A) the need to ensure that access to

documents keeps up with the bibliographic system, and B) that the scholarly

community be given an opportunity to articulate its bibliographic needs and

concerns, rather than relying on bibliographic system designers, vendors, or

utilities to make the right assumptions. For this, librarians should educate

scholars so they can voice their needs within the context of new technology.

Further, librarians should conduct a series of studies to provide data

on user populations and use of particular systems, while focusing on quality

of service and not on quantity alone.

ARE THERE PRODUCTS WHICH SHOULD OR OUGHT TO BE DEVELOPED FROM EXISTING

BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATABASES? Foremost should be the development of products to
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enhance a libruy's abilit? to manage its collection locally, such as subject

bibliographies used for cooperative collection development. Also, such bibli-

ographies would be time-saving to potential users such as scholars planning to

visit an institution.

Additionally, the development of downloading on microprocessors would

enable scholars to create their own customized subsets of information.

WHAT ARE THE SHORT-TERM NEEDS OF USERS AS THEY RELATE TO BIBLIOGRAPHIC

RECORDS AND SYSTEMS? ARE THEIR LONGER-TERM NEEDS DIFFERENT? HOW? Short-term

needs: Of prime importance is strong support for rapid standardization of

links between bibliographic systems. Next is a system that tells users what

is available in their libraries, including location and status.

Longer-term needs: First, 'the development of cooperative programs for

all research libraries, such as RLG's shared collection management and

development, shared resources, and preservation programs. It is important to

identify collection gaps, particularly in light of the declining rate of

monograph acquisitions at most institutions. Connected with that would be the

establishment of a means of quality control in building quality collections.

Finally, libraries should be a cohesive force in the intellectual

process, using, for example, electronic mail to provide access to the

"invisible college" and drawing up "maps" showing where information is

available.

WHAT ARE THE BARRIERS TO UNIMPEDED ACCESS TO BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORDS?

HOW CAN THEY BE BREACHED? Libraries should espouse the principle that access

to information about the existence of material and its location, through
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'bibliographic data, is an inalienable right. To deny this is intellectually

indefensible.

WHAT WILL THE BIBLIOGRAPHIC REQUIREMENTS BE AT THE TURN OF THE

CENTURY? First, full text availability., Second, the ability to allow the

user to enhance the bibliographic record through the addition of information.

Third, in light of changes in the publishing process, such as increased use of

non-traditional publications, a different kind of library professional will be

needed: if not the equivalent of the teaching faculty,then one who is well-

integrated into the academic community and able to evaluate scholarly contri-

butions.

HOW WILL INSTITUTIONS DEAL WITH INCREASED COSTS,REQUIRED TO IMPLEMENT

ADDITIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHIC SERVICES? First, a cautionary note: Before embark-

ing on a new system, the entire structure and possible tradeoffs should be

closely examined, since the resources for maintenance of existing systems may

compete with resources to develop new systems.

Second, library .directors must be fundraisers. Third, the definition

of core services should be expanded to include automated services, so that

funding requirements are obvious. Additionally, libraries should determine

whether staff savings through automation may cover increased costs. Finally,

libraries should consider marketing services to secondary groups of users,

such as the business community and alumni.

WHAT ARE THE PROBLEMS OF INTEGRATING THE ONLINE CATALOG INTO THE

"WIRED CAMPUS"? Such connections might degrade response time through competi-

tion for limited resources. Also, there are potential problems in communica-

tion between the campus computer center and the library, and in questions of
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authority over the operating system. Therefore, the group recommended caution

in taking such steps, and the preparation of guidelines for libraries entering

this phase of development, including training needs and staff support.

The members of Group B were Thomas Martin (discussion leader),

Henriette Avram, Abraham Bookstein, Charles Churchwell, Frank Grisham, Warren

J. Haas, Roderick Swartz, and Sarah Thomas.

Report from Group C

Group C also made its recommendations on an issue-by-issue basis.

Patricia Molholt reported.

The group noted that there "appears to be a series of concentric

circles of user need levels," where the first circle is what constitutes the

ideal, immediately accessible local catalog and its user needs; the second and

succeeding rings consist of as yet undetermined user needs. The group

recommended that the Council begin studies to identify these user need levels.

CAN ONLINE SEARCHING BE SIMPLIFIED? HOW? It is considered to be too

early in the development of the online catalog to have wide-scale standardi-

zation, and simplification as such is not yet necessary. To avoid too much

diversity, however, the Council should play. a role in educating catalog

designers about options and effectiveness of systems. The development of

. guidelines for compatibility of automated catalogs and other systems is a

longer-term need.

WHAT ARE THE PROBLEMS OF INTEGRATING THE ONLINE CATALOG INTO THE

"WIRED CAMPUS"? There is frequently a disjuncture between campus-wide infor-

mation or communications problems and the library's role in formulating
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solutions. Therefore the group encouraged the Council to join with EDUCOM to

identify the issues in this area, and to assist university administrators in

focusing on the importance of the library's role in solving such problems.

Ohe result may be a publication similar to EDUCOM's book on strategic

planning for computer services.

HOW WILL THE LIBRARY DEAL WITH ACCESS PROBLEMS EXPERIENCED BY REMOTE

USERS OF ONLINE CATALOGS? Libraries can and should handle access problems by

offering courses similar to those offered by computer centers on the use of

automated library services, by establishing a "helpline," and by including

help and tutorial programs within their online catalogs.

HOW WILL INSTITUTIONS DEAL WITH INCREASED COSTS REQUIRED TO IMPLEMENT

ADDITIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHIC SERVICES? Again the group recommended that the

Council join with EDUCOM to encourage a reevaluation of institutional resource

allocation, with the aim of partially accommodating the growing costs of

library automation.

The library needs to reorganize priorities for its own resources in

light of automation, but the y-oup was fearful of any approaches calling for

staff reductions in the near and mid-term future.

IS THE PRESENT RECORD STRUCTURE ADEQUATE? The group called for the

Council to explore methods of increasing bibliographic access available as a

result of electronic publishing. Specific areas to be examined would be the

value of providing tables of contents, indexes, etc.

The members of Group C were Nina Matheson (discussion leader), David

Bishop, Lee Jones, Richard McCoy, Patricia Molholt, Basil Stuart-Stubbs, and

Frederick Wagman.
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Report from Group D

Group D was represented by John McCredie, who reported their overall

recommendations.

A great barrier to access, he said, is the cost and pricing structure

of bibliographic activities. The problen is how to allocate resources to pay

for computing costs, especially when those resources are scarce. Where the

Council could help is in examining or creating models of library resource

allocation or reallocation, perhaps with the assistance of EDUCOM.

The current library models are nebulous; new models could be brought

forth. Such models should include A) the reallocation of funds within the

library system and B) the reallocation of funds within the total organization,

such as a university-wide model incorporating all information activities, he

said.

The group also called for the Council to help in finding new resources

outside of those currently available. This may entail combining all informa-

tion groups in a cooperative program, beginning with library and computer

people. In conjunction with that is the need to develop reliable industrial

support. IBM, for example, is a logical organization to approach, judging by

its track record, but it needs to be educated about libraries.

The "micro revolution" is changing the information world,' he con-

cluded, and new sources and patterns of funding should be incorporated into

new models.

The members of Group D were James Govan (discussion leader), Michael

Buckland, Kaye Gapen, Marcella Grendler, John McCredie, and Paul Peterson.
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VII. PRIORITIES SET BY THE CONFERENCE

Following the reports of the working groups, Lee Jones led

discussion that culminated in a list of priorities to guide the Council in

shaping future activities for the BSDP.

He pointed to "threads of commonality" among the group reports,

especially in two topics mentioned repeatedly: A) the reallocation of re-

sources combined with the development of new resources, and B) the linking of

the bibliographic utilities and systems.

The ensuing discussion brought out several other recommendations:

that the development of the wired campus be a high-ranking priority

that subject access be assessed and improved, along with other
levels of access

that scholars and users be involved actively in designing informa-
tion systems

that the "Memex" system of scholarly work stations first proposed
by Vannevar Bush in the 1940s be reexamined, along with other
methods of introducing technology to scholars

that the Council concentrate more on bringing together those groups
who could bring these steps about

that the Council expand its role in disseminating information about
these activities.

This in turn led to a final list of priorities, ranked in the
following manner:

1. Pervasive Priorities

A. Linking of the bibliographic utilities and their resources

B. More communication, especially by the Council, interpreting
bibliographic developments
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C, The reallocation of resources

2. The Wired Campus

A. Planning for the wired campus

B. Evaluation of models for the integration of all campus infor-
mation systems

C. The reallocation of resources for the implementation of the
organization-wide system

D. The development of new resources

3. InEreased User Involvement and Access

A. Greater involvement of scholars and other users in finding
solutions to access problems

. Assessment of the value and benefits of libraries in the

electronic environment

C. Equality of access: unimpeded access to both information and
bibliographic information

D. Memex II: restudying the scholarly work station in light of
new technology and systems

4. Increased Bibliographic Access

A. Improvements in subject access and the assessment of automated
content analysis

B. Multiple levels of access to databases

C. Guidelines for the compatibility of online catalogs.

D. More effort to provide both bibliographic access and delivery
of source documents-

Lee Jones said that the list set 'forth clear-cut ideas for the

Council, and that the next step would be to determine how best to capitalize

upon these activites.
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Adjourning the Conference

To sum up, Jones asked each participant for comments on the confer-
ence. A number of people called the conference smoothly run, or as Frederick

Wagman said, "well laid on." Many remarked that it was beneficial to have
such an interaction of diverse people, especially in the smaller groups.
Several participants reiterated that the Council should publish more.

Jim Haas noted that as of this conference, more than 500 people had
been involved in fulfilling the goals of the BSDP.

The meeting broke off; the ,participants disbanded; the conference
ended. The people who had come together to share, plan, and carry out mutual
interests now departed, some into smaller groups for yet one more meeting, to
share a ride back to the airport, to talk 'about what they had just talked
about. Some left singly, to relax, to muse, or just to go home.

All, it may be said, had had an opportaftY-tb- contribute to the
future of the Bibliographic Service Development Program, and thus to the
future of information.
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APPENDIX A

FIVE YEARS OF THE BIBLIOGRAPHIC SERVICE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM: 1979 - 1983

by C. Lee Jones

This paper is an effort to characterize work carried out over the lastfive years in CLR-funded grants and contracts in the area of bibliographic
services. Included are the results of work done by hundreds of individlals,both as consultants to CLR and in their own professional capacities. Thisstatement provides a backdrop for other, more detailed program and progressreports by considering the change that has taken place in the bibliographicstructure of the nation during the last five years and by characterizing, yearby year, the Council's Bibliographic Service Development Program, which has
been one of the primary forces in bringing change.

Because it concentrates on issues of importance to libraries and their
users (rather than on the personal or institutional concerns that dominateother professional or library organizations), it was appropriate to base amajor cooperative bibliographic effort at the Council. With funding from
seven private foundations and NEH, work actually began in early 1979 Whileinitial estimates indicated that program objectives would be met in fiveyears, the complexity of the work to be done, a shortage of skilledindividuals available in the key institutions, and a gradually expandingagenda have combined to extend the time frame by perhaps two years. .Theinitial estimated cost of $6.2 million continues to appear sound.

The environment into which the BSDP was born included three domestic
organizations competing for the shared cataloging business of the nation'slibraries. OCLC Online Computer Library Center was attempting to enlist alltypes of libraries, WLN (Washington Library Network) to win the business oflibraries in the northwest, and RLG (Research Libraries. Group) to attract theallegiance of the larger research libraries. To say there was conflict amongthem is to understate the circumstance. The Library of Congress with itsNetwork Development Office was trying to define and encourage the developmentof a true national network of libraries. OCLC was certain that it'could andwould become the de facto national network. RLG needed to survive in order toachieve its programMifTE-goals, and viewed the shared cataloging service overwhich it could maintain operational control as critical to its continuedsurvival, and appeal to research libraries that had not yet joined. This putRLG and OCLC in a classic market battle that is not yet over.

In 1979, the principal concern of libraries in this arena was limitedto shared cataloging, although some were looking forward to other possibleservices. Acquisitions systems were under development by all three shared.cataloging services and a number of other institutions and organizations aswell. Computer-assisted interlibrary loan services became important as soonas they were offered, first by OCLC, then RLG and WLN. Not long after
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interlibrary loan services achieved such marked success, online catalogs

became increasingly important to libraries. The year 1981 arked the begin-

ning of a substantial effort on the part of the ' to help evaluate and

establish some benchmarks for the design of online cgs.

Though the BSDP has been concerned with linking databases from the

beginning, only within the last six months or so has the value of linking
disparate systems become widely appreciated by the library community. It is

likely that once operat' links exist among the larger systems, smaller

systems will take advan ' the work done and'create operational links with

many other organization:...

Through all of these years of shared cataloging, acquisitions, 'inter-

library loan, online catalogs, and the distributed procets concept that leads

to thoughts of widespread linking, there has been a continuing spirit of

competition, occasional mistrust, and perhaps even some intrigue among OCLC,

RLG, and WLN. Many of these conditions remain today, though there have always

been signs of cooperative activity between RLG and WLN and from time to time

between OCLC and WLN and even between OCLC and RLG. All three are eager to
cooperate with the Library of Congress and do so with varying degrees of

success. In fact, if the Library of Congress had ever been mandated and
funded to be a true "National Library," it is unlikely that a BSDP would have

beer necessary. The funding programs that were and continue to be required

would have logically come from LC. But the mandate is assumed and not

delegated or funded. Hence, the Council's Bibliographic Service Development
Program.

Prob "ably one of the most important and earliest acts of the BSDP was
the formation of a Program Committee that included the chief executive officer

of each of the shared cataloging services. Each accepted the invitation to

serve and all continue to this day. The early meetings were the only setting

they had in which to get to know one another. To the extent that progress has

been made in Encouraging them to work cooperatively, one must assume that

opportunities to meet, talk with, and understand one another have had some

influence.

The nature of BSDP program interests has changed over time. While the

fundamental concern of the BSDP has always been for the needs of library

users, the first funding concerns were those focused on systems and linkages

between them. As progress became apparent in these areas, the emphasis

shifted to concerns directly related to services provided to library users.

This shift can most easily be detected in an examination of program funding

commitments as measured by grants and contracts made in each' of the five

years.

The year 1979 was the first year in which grants or contracts were
awarded, and nearly all funds committed during that year were allocated to

strengthening primary databases (LC's Name Authority File) and beginning the
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examination of ways to link the very large databases: LC, OCLC, RLIN (RLG's
Research Library Information Network), and WLN.

In 1980, more than a quarter of committed funds were for continued
work on the linking problem, but, rather than attempting to establish the
strategy for linking, work was now funded to test an identified strategy.
Over 40 percent of program commitments were allocated for the development of
systems for exchanging authority records. BSDP commitments also were made for
analyzing and improving access to bibliographic databases, regional and
special. Most of the remaining funds (over 15 percent) went to support an
early examination of the state of online catalogs and for plans to evaluate
those already in operation.

In 1981, the work of the first two years culminated in the largest
single-year commitment of funds for BSDP purposes: $1,824,643. Nearly half
went for the linking of LC, RLG, and WLN and the creation of a means to buildand share a national name authority file. Just, over a third of the 1981
commitment was used for a broad-based evaluation of online catalogs and their
effects on users. A minuscule one-tenth of one percent was awarded for a very
significant study' of subject access problems and opportunities--a study that
would have an impact far broader than its costs.

In 1982, while total grant and contract commitments shrank more. than
44 percent to $1,016,698, a substantial number of library institutions in this
country were busy working on BSDP projects funded in 1981. The overwhelming
majority of funds granted in 1982, over 88 percent, continued to be for
projects leading to links between the authority systems of the three largedatabases. But important commitments were made to develop wayS to incorporate
machine-readable texts in the humanities -:nto the bibliographic structure ofthe country, and to deWop software for individual scholars and students to
capture, retain, and r,,,equently use information from the large bibliographic
databases. A substantial commitment was also made to examine the costs
associated with online catalogs.

So far in the current year, total dollar commitments are lower than in
any year of the program and more balanced across various program interests.Just over 14 percent has been allocated to standards activity, 8 percent to
access to bibliographic data, 7 percent to 'sinking databases, 26 percent tosubject authority/subject access, 7 percent to bibliographic products and
services, 21 percent to CONSER, and 16 percent to user guidance and training.

Some program categories have received funding attention, in each of thefive years of the program, for instance, standards and guides, linking
bibliographic databases, and name authority projects. Access to bibliographic
data, bibliographic products and services (most often online catalogs), andsubject authority/subject access have received funds in each of the last four
years, while CONSER is a program interest that has received attention in eachof the last three years. The subject authority/subject access area is
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expected to continue to be the focus of much attention in the next year or
two, underscoring the move of BSDP interests to the user end of the spectrum.

Commitments in the area of standards and guides have been modest but
steady, recognizing the need to continue to encourage the establishment and
use of standards in the development of a nationwide activity in the interna-

tional environment, since the ultimate long-range goal is a worldwide biblio-

graphic system.

In contrast to 1979, the bibliographic structure of the country is now

much further developed. Of progress related to the BSDP, not all that has

happened is related solely to grants and contracts. Much progress can also be

traced to program-supported conferences. Over the course of the last five

years, the BSDP has convened seven carefully targeted meetings. Topics have

included linking, authorities, online cataldgs, subject access, costs of

online catalogs, training users of online catalogs, and online catalog design.
Two more conferences are presently scheduled, with several others in various
stages of development. In addition, there have been many less formal meetings
convened by the BSDP on an even wider range of topics.

By early 1984, the bibliographic structure of the U.S. will still

include the three major shared cataloging services, two of which will hav

implemented online links to the Library of Congress and with each other.
Authority records will be flowing over the links, and explorations of other
applications that might take advantage of the link will be well advanced. The
era of the integrated library system will be closer at hand, yet still not

quite close enough to satisfy the more harsh evaluators. (An integrated
library system can be defined as a set of library functions, using a common )r

shared database, to achieve the operational goals of the library.) The era eif

distributed processing, that is, processing responsibilities passed fro,' a

central locus to remote computer/microcomputer sites, will be closer as well.
This will lead to a reduction in telecommunication connect time, if not actual
costs, by reducing the amount of interactive activity required between central
and remote sites, reduction of load on the central site, and retelttcn of
local control for certain functions, e.g., serial check-in and circulatioli.

There are now more organizations selling library system softwarr as

either complete, integrated systems (Virginia Polytechnic Institute system) or
as partial library support systems (Northwestern's NOTIS, Washington Library
Network's system sold by Biblio-Techniques as BLIS, and many others). Each of

these systems will need to evaluate how useful the telecommunication protocos
being developed, implemented, and tested in the Linked Systems Project miprie;
be for their purposes. It is likely that the BSDP will be involved in such
evaluations.

There a-e probably more than 300 libraries of all kinds that now have
online catalogs, and many others that are planning for them or actively

evaluating the many online catalog options on tn.! market. While the first
online catalogs were frequently offshoots of cirt;ulation systems, libraries
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now shop for online catalogs that will also support circulation, systems. Itis likely that as interinstitutional cooperation begins to be a matter of
routine operation, these systems will be required to access others forpurposes of bibliographic identification and ordering (interlibrary loan orpurchase).

The library bibliographic world has changed in the last five years andthe BSDP has been a part of many of those changes. The challenge is tocontinue to be effective.in helping meet the generic bibliographic problems ofacademic and research libraries. In preparation for meeting that challenge, ameeting of 35 individuals, none of whom, except for certain members of theBSDP Program Committee, have ever received a BSDP grant or contract, have beeninvited to a meeting in Kansas City in mid-December to help identify the
future course of the BSDP. It will be a matter of choosing from among a largenumber of things to be done, those that need immediate attention and are most
susceptible to solution with limited resources in the next two years.

The foundations, in addition to the National Endowment for theHumanities, providing support for the Council's Bibliographic Service Develop-ment Program are:

1. Carnegie Corporation. of New York
2. Commonwealth Fund
3. Ford Foundation
4. William and Flora Hewlett Foundation
5. Lilly Endowment, Inc.'
6. Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
7. Alfred P. Sloan Foundation

Ugcember 1983



APPENDIX-B

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BSDP PUBLICATIONS, 1978 - 1983

GENERAL PUBLICATIONS

"CLR Seeks Coordination of Natidnal Bibliographic Efforts." Library Journal
104 (April 1, 1979): 771-73.

Council on Library Resources, Inc. Bibliographic Service Development Program.
Bibliographic Service Development Program Report, 1978-1980. 1981.

. Bibliographic Targets for 1984. 1981.

Haas, Warren J., Nancy E. Gwinn, and C. Lee Jones. "Managing the Information
Revolution: .CLR's Bibliographic Service Development Program."
Library Journal 104 (September 15, 1979): 1867-70.

Jones, C. Lee. "Planning for Governance a* the National Level." Bulletin of
the American Society for Information Science 6 (June 1980): 10-11.

"The Politics of Consensus." Journal of Academic Librarianship 7
(July 1981): 156-60.

. "Status of Bibliographic Record System Elements." Information
Technology and Libraries 1 (June 1982): 111-24.

Jones, C. Lee, and Nancy E. Gwinn. "Bibliographic Service Development: A New
CLR Program. " Journal of Library Automation 12 (June 1979): 116-24.

Jones, C. Lee, and Deanna B. Marcum. "'ntegrated Systems: From Library to
Campus and Beyond." Bulletin of the Medical LThrary Association 71
(July 1983): 338-42.

PUBLICATIONS f.(17aTING FROM MEETINGS

Jones, C. Lee. "Summary Recommendations from the Subject Access Meeing."
Information Technology and Libraries 2 (March 1983): 116-19.

McCarn, Davis B., comp. and ed. Online Catalogs: Requirements,
Characteristics and Costs.. ,report of a conference sponsored by the
Council on Library Resources at Aspen Institute, Wye Plantation,
Queenstown, Maryland, December 14-16, 1982. Washington, D.C.:
Bibliographic Service Development Program, Council on Library
Resources, March 1983.

McClintock, Marsha Hamilton, comp. and ed. Training Users of Online Public
Access Catalo ?s. Report of a meeting sponsored by Trinity University
and the Council on Library Resources, San Antonio, Texas, January 12-
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14, 1983. Washington, D.C.: Bibliographic Service Development
Program, Council on Library Resources, 1983.

Russell, Keith W., comp. and ed. Subject Access. Report of a meeting
sponsored by the Council on Library Resources in Dublin, Ohio, June 7-
9, 1982. Washington, D.C.: Bibliographic Service Development Program,

Council on Library Resources, December 1982.

PUBLICATIONS RESULTING FROM CLR-OPERATED PROJECTS

Council on Library Resources, Inc. Bibliographic Service Development Program.
"An Integrated Consistent Authority File Service for Nationwide Use."
Library of Congress Information Bulletin 39, no. 28 (July 11, 1980):
2 -48.

Task Force on a,Name Authority File Service. Requirements Statement for the
Name Authority File Service. Washington, D.C., 1981. ED205 180.

PUBLICATIONS RESULTING FROM GRANTS AWARDED
(Number is the CLR grant number)

A101 :ng Bibliographic Networks - Davis McCarn

;1cCan, Davis B. "Draft of a Request for Proposal for the Study of
the Linking of Bibliographic Utilities." June 1979. 56 pp.

2004 IFLA ISBD Meeting - Chemical Abstracts

Tannehi)1, Robert S., Jr. "Report on the IFLA Working Group on the
ISBD (AN) -- International Standard Bibliographic Descriptor:
Analytics." 'September 1979.

2005 Machine-Readable Data Files Manual - University, of North Carolina

Dodd, Sue A. Cataloging Machine-Readable Data Files: An Interpretive
Manual. Chicago: American Library Association, 1982. 247 pp.

2006 Study of Linking Bibliographic Utilities - Battelle

Smalley, Donald A., William G. Griffith, Ann M. Walker, and Michael B.
Wessells. Technical Report on Linking the Bibliographic
Utilities: Benefits and Costs. Columbus, Ohio: Battelle-
Columbus La65FTEIT-iis7-Teptember 15, 1980. 169 pp. plus
appendices. ED195 276.

Jones, C. Lee. Linking Bibliographic Data Bases: A Discussion of the
Battelle Technical Report. Washington, D.C.: Bibliographic
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Service Development Program, Council on Library Resources,
October 15, 1980. 29 pp. ED195 274.

2007 Conversion of Name Authority Files - Library of Congress

U.S. Library of Congress. "Final Report on the Name Authority Project
-- Phase II." June 1, 1981. 3 pp.

2008 MARC Database Statistics - University of Illinois

Williams, Martha, Linda C. Smith, and Shine-Chu Wang. MARC Database
Statistics: An Aid to BSDP Participants. Coverin Volumes 1
Through 8 of theli FifiRnritabase BOOKS ALL. Urbana,
Illinois: Information Ret7TATOffesearch Laboratory, Coordi-
nated Science Laboratory, University of Illinois, 1982. 160
pp.

2009.ISO Meeting Travel Support - Pauline Atherton

Atherton, Pauline. "Report of the Rome Meeting of ISO/TC46/SC4/WG5,
March 10-12; 1980." 17 pp.

2010 Institution Identification Standard Paper - Howard and Pat Harris

Harris, Howard S., and Patricia R. Harris. "Requirements and Design
Considerations for a Standard Means of Library Identifica-
tion." A report to the Council on Library Resources. June
18, 1981. 57 pp.

2011 Plar'niig for Linked Bibliographic Systems - RLG and WLN

A. Authorities Group Reports
(LASP document numbers as assigned by LASP participants; missing numbers

in the series refer to letter correspondences; description of the
document as provided by LASP participants.)

LASP-0 "LASP documents list." Mar0. _,J1. List of major
documents completed or used by the Authorities Group.



LASP-1 "An analysis of the use of the MARC communications format
structure for the on-line distribution of bibliographic
information." By B. B. Colton and R. A. Schwarz. McLean,

Va.: MITRE Corporation, June 1979. Analysis of the efficiency

of using the ANSI Z39.2 format structure for online
distribution of bibliographic information. Reference docu-

ment.

LASP-2 "National level authority record" (draft for comment). By

Phyllis A. Bruns. Washington, D.C.: Library of Congress
Processing Services, March 1980. Contains specifications for
data elements that should be included in authority records to
be shared. Reference document.

LASP -3 "RLG authority subsystem: functional specifications." By RLG

Authorities Functional. Specifications Working Group. July 7,

1979. Functional specifications for the development of RLG's

authority subsystem. Working paper.

LASP-4 "LC MARC authority records." By JoFrances M. Calk.

Washington, D.C.: Library of Congress, May 14, 1980.
Clarification of data element status with respect to LC's
distribution and the NLAR, and a description,of LC's internal
formats and defaults. Working paper.

LASP-5 "Clarification of certain data elements." By Sally McCallum

and JoFrances M. Calk. Washington, D.C.: Library of Congress,

May 27, 1980. LC response to questions introduced at the May
15-16, 1980, LASP meeting. Working paper.

LASP-6 "MARC authority record format review/LASP." July 9, 1980.

Contains description of the multi-system interchange
environment, requirements for multi-system interchange of
authority records and updates, and a review of the MARC
authorities format noting required and nonessential data

elements. 12 pp.

LASP-7 "General description of the project: authorities/LASP."

July 11, 1980. Describes the scope of the authorities

project. 25 pp.

LASP-8 "Organization and communication coordination plan/LASP."

July 8, 1980. Describes the organization and communication
methods used by LASP during the project. 3 pp.

LASP-10 "Functional specifications for series authority control
(draft)." Research Libraries Group, Inc., August 13, 1979.
Description of handling of series authority information in the
RLG authority subsystem. Reference document.
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LASP-11 "Overview of the RLG authority subsystem." By RLG Functional
Specifications Working Group. July 19, 1979. General
description of the RLG authority subsystem. Working paper.

LASP-12 "MARC authority record format review: background material/
LASP." October 31, 1980. Clarification and expansion of
several points in the basic document. 7 pp.

LASP-13 "Characteristics of current authority data files/LASP."
October 31, 1980. Characteristics of WLN, RLG and LC current
files: size and growth rate, data elements, and standards
used. An appendix, Field Usage Tables, compares usage of data
elements by WLN currehL system, RLG/NYPL current system,
RLG/NYPL prospective s),stem, and LC current system. 6 pp.'
plus appendices.

LASP-14 "Comments on the National Level Authority Record (NLAR)."
Submitted by the Washington Library Network and the Research
Libraries Group. March 1980. Combined comments on the NLAR
from discussions during the LASP work. 12 pp.

LASP-17 "Library of Congress filing rules." Prepared by John C.
Rather and Susan C. Biebel. Washington, D.C.: Library of
Congress Processing Services, 1980. Filing rules used in the
Library of Congress. Reference document.

LASP-18 "MARC authorities editing guide, national level record
edition" (draft). By Phyllis A. Bruns. March 1980.
Incomplete draft of an editing guide for the creation of
national level authority records. Working paper.

LASP-19 "MARC authority record format review: on control subfield/
LASP." (December 4, 1980. Revised February 26, 1981.
Additional analysis of the control subfield of the MARC
authorities format. Appendices included two format revision
proposals that were largely in response to LASP
recommendations and were discussed at the January/February
1981 ALA MARBI meeting. 4 pp. plus appendices.

LASP-20 "Requirements for record content: NLAR and LASP." February
27,1981. Table of data elements, comparing requirements for
a NLAR record with requirements for a LASP record. 33 pp.

LASP-21 "Library of Congress automated authority control system:
overview." February 1981. General description of LC's
proposed authority control system. 18 pp.

LASP-22 "Search arp., -1-, 'Ilse facilities: WLN, RLG, and LC/LASP."
February :'ed descriptions of search and response

Aem. 94 pp. total.
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LASP-23 "Authorities subsystem external design/RLG." February 3,

1981. Part A: Online authority data management. 85 pp.

Part B: Batch authority data management and output generation.

6 pp.

LASP-25 "LASP functional specifications: intersystem component."

March 31, 1981. Functional specifications for the interactive
intersystem searching, message exchange, and on-demand record

distribution facilities for the project. 37 pp.

LASP-26a "Task list and associated Gantt charts/LASP." March 13,

1981. A list of tasks and products for the Telecommunications

and Authorities groups, along with an indication of working

periods and completion dates. The Gantt charts provide a

graphic representation of Authority group project activity.

These documents will be updated periodically.

LASP-26b "Task list and associated Gantt charts: Authorities group/

LASP." March 31, 1981. Differs from LASP-26a in that
Telecommunications group activities are not included on the

task list. 6 pp.

LASP-27 "Organization and communication coordination plan for Phase

II/LASP." March 14, 1981. Describes the organization and
communications methods to be used by LASP in Phase II. A

revision of LASP-8.

LASP-29 "Overview of LASP Phase I: Authorities group." March 31,

1981. Describes the activities and products from Phase I. 4

PP.

LASP-30 "WLN authority control system redesign: overview/LASP."

March 31, 1981. Specifications for the redesign of the WLN
authority system to accommodate MARC authority records and

other enhancements. 72 pp.

B. Telecommunications Group Reports

"TelecomMunications Coordination Plan." July 1980.

"Facilities Report." August 1980.

"Protocol Evaluation, Survey of Network Offerings, Traffic Estimates

and Assessment of Investment in Linkage." March 1981.



2012 Art and Architecture Thesaurus Planning Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute

Crouch, Jora, Pat Molhult, and Toni Petersen. "Indexing in Art and
Architecture: An Investigation and Analysis." Report to the
Council on Library Resources. June 1981. 44 pp.

2014 LAWNET Planning Meeting - American Association of Law Libraries

American Association of Law Libraries. Special Committee on
Networking. "LAWNET Think Tank Day." June 20, 1980. 62 pp.
(A manual for participants.)

. "Report of the LAWNET Think Tenk Day." Report to the
Council on Library Resources. June 1980. 16 pp.

2015 Online Patron Access Planning - OCLC and RLG

OCLC, Inc., and the Research Libraries Group, Inc. Online Public
Access to Library Bibliographic Data Bases: Developments,
Issues and Priorities. Final report to the Council on Library
Resources. Washington, D.C.: Bibliographic Service Develop-
ment Program, Council on Library Resources, 1980. 62 pp.
ED195 275.

2016 Position Paper on Holdings Statements Richard Anable

Anable, Richard. "An Investigation of the Holdings Statement
Requirements Within a Location System." Prepared for the
Council on Library Resources, Inc. October 28, 1980.

2017 Augment.BIBLINK Model and Prepare Users Guide - Battelle

Battelle-Columbus Laboratories, Inca User Guide for BIBLINK: A Model
for Assessing Linking's Economic Impact on the Bibliographic
Utilities. Washington, D.C.: Bibliographic Service Develop-
ment Program, Council on Library Resources, December-15, 1980.
93 pp.

2018A Paper on Role of Regional Networks - James E. Rush
-zo-nq Paper on Role of Regional Networks - Norman B. Stevens

Stevens, Norman, and James E. Rush. Issues Relative to the Role of
State and Multi-State Networks in the Evolving Nationwide
Bibliographic Network. Powell, Ohio: James E. Rush Associ-
ates, April 2.7, 1981. 59 pp.
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2019A Develop Standard Data Elements - University of California

Larson, Ray R. Evaluating Public Access On-Line Catalogs. Phase I:

Development and Testin of Data Collection and Analysis Tools.
Final report TE t e ounFT1 on Library Resources. Berkeley:
University of California Systemwide Administration, Division
of Library Automation, July 1981.

2019B Develop Standard Data Elements - Research Libraries Group

Ferguson, Douglas. "Final Report to the Council on Library Resources
on a Grant to Coordinate the Design of a Study of Public
Online Catalogs." 1981. 2 pp.

Council on Library Resources Computer Catalog Study Questionnaire (for
nonusers). 1981. 4 pp.

Council on Library Resources Computer Catalog Study User
Questionnaire. 1981. 8 pp.

2019C Develop Standard Data Elements OLPAC - OCLC

Hildreth, Charles R. Online Public Access Catalogs: The User
Interface. Dublin, Ohio: OCLC Office of Research, April 1982.
280 pp.

Kaske, Neal K., and Charles R. Hildreth. Online Public Access
Systems: Data Collection Instruments for Patron and System
Evaluation7Final report to the Counclron Library Resources.
Dublin, Ohio: OCLC Office of Research, April 1982. 29 pp.

Markey, Karen. "Pilot Test of the Online Public Access Catalog
.Project's User and Nonuser Questionnaires." Final Report.
1982. ED221 165.

-2023 Subject Access Paper - Carol Mandel and Judith Herschman

Mandel, Carol A., and Judith Herschman. "Online Subject Access- -
Enhancing the Library Catalog." Journal of Academic
Librarianship 9 (July 1983): 148-55.

"Subject Access in the Online Catalog." Prepared for the
Council on Library Resources, Inc. Washington, D. C.:
Bibliographic Service Development Program, Council on Library
Resources, August 1981.
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2024 BIBLINK Training and Access - Battelle

Kovacs, Gabor J. "Final Report on the Experimental Use of BIBLINK by
Selected Library Schools." October 9, 1981. 2 pp. (Letter.)

Marcum, Deanna. "Evaluation of BIBLINK Model by Library School
Participants." November 16, 1981. 9 pp. (Internal CLR
memo.)

2025A Evaluating Online PuL- Iss Catalogs - RLG

Research Librarie-, Data Collection Manual and Sampling Plan."
Stanford, Research Libraries Group, March 1982. 66 pp.
ED229 015.

. L, -line Catalogs and Research Libraries. Final
Report to the Council on Library Resources. Stanford, Calif.:
Researc !.ibraries Group, September 1982. 75 pp. plus
appendices. ED229 014.

2025B Evaluating Online Public Access Catalogs - Stanford University

Stanford University Libraries. "Final Report on CLR Grant 2025B:
Evaluating Online Public Access Systems." 1983. 4 pp.

2025C Evaluating Online Pbblic Access Catalogs - Northwestern University

Northwestern University Library. "Final Report on Northwestern
University Library's Involvement in the Online Public Access
Systems Evaluation Project." 1982. 3 pp.

2025 General Publications

Ferguson, Douglas, Neal K. Kaske, Gary S. Lawrence, Joseph R.
Matthews, and Robert Zich. The CLR Public Online Catalog
Study: An Overview." Information Technology and Libraries 1,
no. 2 (June 1982): 84-97.

Matthews, Joseph R., Gary S. Lawrence, and Douglas K. Ferguson, eds.
Using Online Catalogs: A Nationwide Survey. A report of a
study sponsored la the Council on Library Resources. New
York: Neal-Schuman Publishers, r983.
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2026' Evaluating Online Public Access. Catalogs - Lib ary:of 'Congress

Anderson, Rosemary, Victoria A. Reich, Pamela Roper Wagner, and Robert

Zich. Library of Congress Online Public Caalog Users Survey:

..A Report to the-Council on Library Resources. WOiniton,
'TX.: Library of. Congress Office of .Planning AO Development,

October 25;1982. 17 pages plus appendices,.

2027 Evaluating Online Public Access CataIogs.-,..J. Matthews & AssOciateS

J. Matthews & Associates, Inc. A Study of Six OnlinePubliO Access

Catalo s: 'A Review of Findin s.' Final report to the Council'

on rary Resources. rass. alley, J. Matthews and

.AsSociates,°I, November'1982. 127 pages.

-2028-EvalUating Online Public Access Catalogs - University of California, DLA

Larson, Ray R., and Vicki Graham. "Monitoring and Evlating MELVYL."

pInformation Technology Libraries-2; no. 1 ( arch 1983i:

93-104.

r

I

University of. California.Users Look at MELVYL: Results of .a Survey of

Users of the University of California Prototype Online Union

Catalog. Final report to the Council on. Library:Resources.
Berkeley: liniVersity of California Systemwide Administration,

Division of Library Automation and Library Studies and

llesearch.Division, March 31, 1983. 101 pp.plus,Appendices.

2030 Serials Cancellation Project, Pittsburgh Regional Library Center

Carter, Ruth C., and Scott Bruntjen. Serials Cancella)tion.Pro ect:

Final Report. ,Pittsburgh: Pittsburgh Regional Library Center,

1983'.

2031 OLPAC Project: Machine Analysis of Data - University of Californii; DLA

Larson, Ray R. Users Look-at Online Catalogs: Results of a National

Survey of giirs and Non=ifieTs of Online Public Access

Catalogs. Part 2: Interacting With Online Catalogs, Final

report to the Council on Library Resources. Berkeley:

University of California Systemwide Administration, Division

of Library Automation and Library/Research and Analysis Group,

April 29, 1983. 454,pp. plus appendices.- I e
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Lawrence, Gary S., Ray R. Larson, and Vicki Graham: On-line Catalog
Evaluation Project Data Analysis.Pan. Version 2.2..
Berkeley: University of Californtitemwide Administration,
Division of Library Automation and Research and Analysis
Branch; Library Studies and Research Di-vision',. August 5, 1982.
26 pp. plus appendices.

Users Look at Online Catalo s Results of a National Survey o Users -.
and Non-Users of On I-JUTEAccess Catalogs.' FinalReport
to the Council on Library Resources. Berkeley:-University of

' Californiaystemwide'Administr'ation, Division of Library
Automatiob andlLibrary Research -and Analysis Group, November
16, 1982. ],53 pp..plus appendices;

2033 Application.Level Protocol - Norithwestern University

Aagaard, James .S.., Kenton E. Andersen, and Wayne E. Davison.
"Application Level Protocol Development fbr Library and'
Information Science Applications: Features Description."
January 14, 1982.

. Application Level Protocol Development for Library an
Information Science Applications. Volume r Service Def
tion.. August 17,'1982. 42 pp.

. Application-Level Protocol Development for Library AREI

InformationScience AFFTTEitions. Volume ProtocolSlieci-
.

fication. August 23, 1982. 59 pp.

. Presentation Level\Protocol Development for Library and
Information Science Applications. Voiume 1: Service Defini-
tion. 6ctobir72T1982. L2 pp..

Presentation Level Protocol Development for Libra: and
Information Science Applications. Volume 2: Protoc Speci-
ftcation. October 29, 1982. 43-pp.

2034 CONSER A & Ptoverage Project - ARL and NFAIS.

Association of Research Libraries and National Federati=on of
Abs ratting and Indexing Services. "CONSER A&I Coverage
Proj ct." A proposal. January 4, 1982.

2035 ISO Meeting,' Paris - Library of Congress

McCallum, Sally H. '"Report on the Meetingiof ISU/TC46/SC4/WG1,
Character Sets; in Paris, -October /21 -22, 1981." January,
1982.



2036 Online PubliCAccess Catalog Pilot Data Collection 7 OCLC,

-Markey, Karen. "Pilot Test.of the Online Public Access Catalog

Project's User and Nonuser Questidnaire." April 1982.

ED2021 165.

Online Com(:r Library Center, Inc. "Online Public Access Systems:

Da a Collection and Analysis." April iba.
,

. "Online Public Access Systems: Data'Coll,ection Instruments

for Patron and Systems Evaluation." April 1982.

20347 EvaluatiOn Online Public Access catalogs - OCLC
,

.

Kaske, Neal K., and key, -"Online Public Access Cifilogs:
.

..

dr;l2kir
Patron and Staff Experiences.'" Paper presented at the ALA'
Preconference on Online Catalogs, Online Reference:
Converging Trends, Los Angeles,.June 23-24, 1983.

Kaske, Neal K., and Nancy P.'Sanders. A Comprehensive ,Study
is
Online

Public Access Catalogs: An Overview and Application of

Findin s. Final Report to the Council on Library Resources.

01. Dublin, Ohjo:',OCLC, March 31, 1983. 90 pp. Research

Rep t No. OCLCLOPR/RR-83/4..
/

...Markey, Karen. "Fa orable,Experiences With'Online Catalog Features

Horn the. Pe spective of Library Patrons'and Staff." In

Productivi in the Information Aim, edited Py Raymond'F.'

Vondran, e al., 161-66, Proceedings of the 46th ASIS Annual

Neeting, vo 20. ..White Plains, N.Y.: Knowledge Industry

Publications, Inc 1983.

"Focus Group Interv-iews at the Library.of Congress."

Dublin, Ohio: OCLC,.August 18, 1982.

"Focus Group Intervieso at the Syracus! University

Libraries." Dublin; Ohio: OOLC, October 5, 1982.

)

. ,.Online Catalog Use: Results of Surveys and Focus Group

Interviews in Several Libraries. Final report to the Council

on Library resources. Dublin, Ohio: oac, March 31,

1983. 264.pp. Research Report no. OCLC/OPR/RR-83-3.
1

"Online Catalogs: 'Users' ProbTems).and Needs."4 In
Practical Perspectives on Using Online Catalo s. Proceedings

of the Library Administration and Manag ment Association,
Circulation Services'SectSon Progrkm,'American LibrarY
Association Annual Conference, Los Angeles, June 26, 1983.

New York: Neal-Schudan Publishers ,(forthcoming)..



Matkey, Karen, and Neal K. Kaske. "Findings frOm the Online Public
Access Catalog Project: Predefined Search TactiCs for the
PAC Interface." Pape -presented at Online '82, Atlanta, Ga.,
November 1982.:

*Tolle, E. Current Utilization of Online Cal logs.__
Lo- Final report toTFTaiuncil on fibrary
Rigources. Vol. -1. Dublin, Ohio:,OCLC, March 31, 1983. 113 ,

pp. Research RIport no. OCLC/OpR/aR-83-2.

Tolle, John E. thderstanding PatronS' Use of Online Catalogs;
TransaCtion,Log AndlysiS of, the Search Method." In

Productivity in the Information .892., edited by Raymond F.
Vondran, et. 41., 167-71. PrOceedings'of the 46th ASIS Annual
Meeting,i6T. 20. White Plains, N.Y.: Kh wledge Industry
PUblicattons,
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2038 Ls? Standard Network Interconnection (Telecommunica ion Protocol and
System Preparation[Work) -- Research Libraries Group and Washington
Library Network 2-

4
A. General Publications 4.

Davison Wayne E. "The WLN/RLG/LC Linked Systems Project." Information
Technology and Libraries 2 (March 1983): 34-46.

B. Authorities Group Reports

LASP-25a ;'ASP Joint functional 'specificAiions: Intersystem compo-
nent." August 31, 1981. ReviserTunctional specifications
for the interactive intersystem searching, message exchange,
and file creation and maintenance. Specifications reflect
requirements for Name Authority 'File Service.

LASP-26c "Task list: Authorities group/LASP." August 31, 1982.
final listing of the projectttasks and products for the
authorities group. 4 pp.

LASR-33 "ComParison of componentS and hierarchical relationships ,of,
authority headings in. WLN, RIJN, and LC/LASP." August 31;
1981. Summarizes the types of headings for which,separate
authority records are made.

LASP-34 "Uniqueness of headi s: Comparison ofIlLN/RLiN/LX normali-
zation rules/LASP." ugust 31,,1981. Compares thOeract'ces
of the three agencies and points out areas whereadjustmelts

ed to be made. 8 pp. ,N

LASP-36 . "LSP functional specifications: WLN system] component."



;

:November 1961. :General.reqUirements for the WLN 1u e:and
;s4pport-etheinteractivb Pitertystemsearahing, ile,
maintenance, and message exchange facilities.

LASP-37 "LSP functigna) specifications,: LC system} componrent,".
P,f1b,Vember 1981.:vdeneral: rdOirements for the Lc u5e and

tuOport, for thesOkOractiye inters'ystewSearching
maintenance, and messae. facilitieS.

LASP-38 "LSP: functional specificattons:, RLG system component."
November. 1981..: General reqdrethents for the RLG Ilse and
support of the interactive intersystem searching, f le.

,Maintenance, and message exchange f aci 1 i ti es.
'

,LASP-39, "LSP external design:. Intersyste component.," ,February
1982% External design for intersy em searching, file
maiiiteriance; end ma 9-exchartge: -Re lects'-requirements-for
Name Authority File Service. 122 ply/.

LASP-39a "LSP external design: Intersystem component." Revised
August 31, 1982. External design for intersysten'searching,
rec9rd contribution, record distribution. Reflects require,
menetfor Name Authority File Service, the ,relocatioh of, the
NAFS master file to LC, and the deletion of-the mail system.

1.18 pp.

LASP-45. "RLIN Authority File confY4uration to 'support the Name
Authori.ty File (NAF) /RLG:" Aprfil 2, 1982. Addendum to the
LSP Proposal for an Authorities Implementation and
Bibliographic Analysis to explain how the NAF would be
incorporated into the existing RLIN file struCture.

LASk-47 "LSP, external design: WLN system component." September
;4982. External design fiir WLN.system components required for
WLN use and support ofothe interactive intersystem searching,,
record tontribution, and record .distribution fatilities.

e I
.

LASP-48 "RLIN authorities subsystem functiondL specification and

external design/RLG." September 1982. External design for
RLG system components required for RLG use and support of the

, interactive,,intersystem searching, record contribution, arid
record distribution ,facilities'. 122 pp.

LASP-49 "LC. auth ies release 5.0: Requirements." August 1982.
EirtrnalAfersign for LC system components required for.LC use
and support of the interactive intersystem searching, record
contribution, and record distribution faci lities. 30 pp.
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LASP 50 "overview of LAO PhaseII4 groupfu. August 31,

--.::
1

'Authorities
Mt. Describes:the activities And'PrOduOts from Phase IL 4

PP,
V ,

CVTelecOmmUnications'GrOupReportS

/

"Alternativelink'SOutions: 'pes6riOtion,.'Evaluation and Selection."
Dedember.1981.. 28 Op. %I.' :.

"Rtdca1 :Testin6:and,Integration,ofihe LibraryYof .COn9ress Network
Entity Or the'_Onked Systems Project., AUgUst 1., ,198.3,4 pp,

SNI;1 =36. tevelopment COOMination Plan." February. 1982.' 18 pp.

SNI.2=75.1NetwOk Topology Dtument.": March 1982. 1.4i.pp.

"Networklayer Specification." September 1982: 139 pp.
4

"Connection- Oriented Transport Layer Specification."
September 1'982. 82 pp,'

"Connection-Oriented session Layer Specification.
NoveMber 1982.

SNI.7R. VRLG NetworkEntity Design Specification." May11983. 104 pp.

SNr.9R. "RLO Transport Entity Design Spedfication." Auq 1983.(
140 pp. t

SNI.12R. ."'RLG Session Entity D'esign Specification."

103 op.

" "Network, Operption and Management Requirements." Oanudy.
49P3*

September 1983.

2039 Microcomputer Bibliography N'oject - University of Michigan

Rosenberg, Victor. "The Personal Bibliographic 'System: A System:for
Creating anp Maintathing Bibliographies." Information Tech=

,.nology and Libraries 2( (June 1983): 184,27.

2040 Improve LCSH Entry Vocabular3; - pauline A. Cochrane (

..,---Go,cft"--/ane, Pauline K. "LCSH Entry Vocabulary Projects" Final rep6rt
to the Council on Library Resources and to the Library of
Congress. Washington, D.C.: March 1983.
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2, 042'
of M4chine..readable Texts in the 4manities - Rutgers University

Gaunt, Marianne.I. Inventoryrof Machine..6d61' Texls in .the

Humanities Final) report. Aew, rtinsW.G .7517:: Rutgers

'Urfivesity,LAbraries,' August 18,

2044A Authorities-Implementation -
20448 Authorities Imp*mentation
20-47 Authorities Im e Cation

-Resear0Libraries Group
Washipgton,Library Network

Obrar%otCongress

LSP/AI-1 "Or ,iatipn and Communication Coordination Plan."

DeceMbv61,41982. 3 pp.
y, ..

1

LSP /AI -2 "L5P/5/M lestopesland Schedule!" Deceiier 6, 1982: 3 pp.

).

-,L5P/AI-3 "Application Ser'yi Definitidn and Protocol 51;ecifiction:

A .

Record Transfer:". Pril 1983.' 19 PP.
,

JO.
.,

..9%

ipP,AI-4 "Appli. Alfon Servide Definition and Protocol Specific ton':

Inft nation Retrieval." April 30.pp. , .

(

x
/'AI -5 "Common Applicbt Service Definition and Pr toc

Specqicatior0 ril 1983. 85 pp,
.

LSP /AI -6 "Peesentatioh L Se ice befirtition.and Prolocol'

Specification. ril 1983:64 pp.

4.-4.

45P/AI-7 '"L5P/AI Ap aeon; Data Structures." April. 25,.1983. 19 PP.
...

.

Library of Congress fig Document for the Intersite Activity.of the

L5P/AI. By ger Adkins, UAO /PAS. inked Systems Project ASO

TN #454. Jutly 1983 43 pp.

- Session and Transpo. ayer Design - Library of Congress

"Library of COngre TranS

"Library Of COngoets vEntity,DeSiipin." 'Arir1983.

t Entity Design." lovember,1982. 122 pp.

MARC Format foe Holdtngs Meeting University'of Florida

Harrer, G. 'A, "FinaV on the Airlie_House Conference of

grql proposed MARC Format for Holdingi

Locat



2049 Features and Costs..of Online.Catalogs Universitlof California

Costs Features of Online atAlasiThe State of the Art. A
reiWiTiparerroFtheCduncil ZTLIBFFy7esources by they
University of California' Oivision)oflishory Automation and
the Library Research and AnalysiS' Group with the'assistame of
Joseph Ir. Matthews and Charles E. Miller. Bepkeley.Auly.7
,1983. (To be published in infornlation
Libraries,'December 198340

20t0.0nline Catalog,Stuily Data A balysis Uhiveirsitypf Georgia
, N

'Btshop, David.F, "The CLR OPAC Study:' Analysis of AK. User
Responses." :Information Technology. nd Libraries 2,(September
1983)315721. "Jr

2051 Complete LCiebesigh Activ ty 'for-SNI - Library of Congress

"Library of,,Congeest Net'Work Entity Design." ,3anUary 1983-. 81 pp.

. 2052A BibliographicAnalysis
X0528 BibliograPhic Analysis
2052C Bibliographic Analy,pls

LSP/BA-2 Prganization.and Communication Coordination Plan."
1983. 6 pp.

- Linked Systems Project - RLG 4
- Linked Systems Project - WLN
- Linked Systems Project,- LC

tAj

May 2,

LSP/BA-3 '!General Description of the LSO\Bibliographic Compeent."
September, 1983. 32 pp.

,

2053 Linked'Systems Prdjecf - Intersite Test Plans - SNI - Library of Congress

SNI.25. "Linked.Systems Project. Open Systems Interconnection.
'Network Layer Test Plan." April 1983. 29 pp.

SNI.26. "Linked Systems-Project. Open Systems IntercohneCtion..
Transport Layer.Test Plan." June 1983. 29 PP.'

SNI.27. "Linked Systems Project.. Open Systems Interconnecion.
Session Layer Test Plan." August 1983. 36 pp,

.1
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2054-"^,

, . i ,

Romanization of SoutheastAslah Languages ,- Cornell 6.tVersity
A

,I,ley, Oink Po. !tin Seaich of International dooPeratioft\in`Processing

4 . ! N
\.

Southeast AsIn Non-Roman Languages: Report on. a Mission to

(CONSAL.NI," (ommittoo On Roflearch Materials en\Southeast
Asia, Association fdrAsian Studies, 1981. 6 pp\

,

. "Towards a Standardilatip of P6cessing. Southeast Wan
Non-Roman Languages." Paper.presented..at.theSixth\Congffss

, of Sdutheast scan Librarians, Singapore, May 30-dun e 3, 1983,

14 5PP. .-....

,

\
,:

2055. Evaluation of Training S "rategie.

,

s. via Transaction Log Analysts - \
\

Northwestern U iversity)
,

"Bakes, Betsy, and Brian Nielsen. Educating the Online Catalog User:

EXperiences and Plans at Northwestern University Library." ,

September 30, 1983. (To be iublished in Research Strategie§

November 1083.) 0

ss

2060 Standard for' Coding Electronic Manuscripts,,- Association of American
Publishers

Aspen Systems. Corporation. "Qualitative Survey,of Electronic'
Manuscript Exchange:" Task 1, Phase.I Report, Electronic
Publishing Project, AAP. Working paper. November 2, 1983..

pp. plus appe

December, 1983
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A))PENOIX C

AOENOA

BIBLIOORAPHIC SERVICES ANA USER NEEDS

A Conference `Sponsored

by the\

Council on Library ResOurces! 0.

Bibliographic Service Development erogram,

Convened at Linda Hall Library
.

5109 Cherry Street
Kansas City, Missouri 64110

December 14-16, 1903

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 1 4, 1,9'83

ALAMEDA PLAZA,HOTEL
(across the "street from the Raphael)

. 6:00 - 6:45 p.m..

6:45 - 8 :00 p.m.

4 f

8: SO - 8:15 p.

8: 5 - 9:15 p.m.

Board Room #2
ti

Cocktails

Board Room #3
Supper

Welcome and introductions

Bibliographic Services: A Five' Year Review

'T,HURSDAY "DECEKBER 15, 1983
4

LINDA HALL LIBRARY
r.

5109 Cherry Street.

9:00 - 9:30 a. m' THE ACADEMIC COMMUNITY

AND BIBLIOGRAPHIC SERVICES
Thoma's Martin

Syracuse University .

9`:30 - 9:45 aim. Discussion

- 107 -,



);45 -'10:16 6111LIO RAPHIC ACC M: t_

PROBLE AND PROSPECTS

0ou0o4 Furoh5011
%Word Univorii1y

10;16:::, 10;30 4,m.' N40551011

- 10:45 4410, COFVEV

1 . ,

10:45 ; 11115 q.. INTEGRATED ACADIAN IORMATION
SYSTEMS: THE BIBLIOGRAPHIC INTERFACE
N1114 Maths oo

Nationaltihrdry of Modloiho

11:15 11:30 4,4

11:30 - 12:00 noon

12:00 - 12:15 p.m.

12:30 - 1:30 p.m.

1:30 - 3:00 p.m.

3:00- - 3:30 p.m.

3:30 - 5:00 p.m.

5:00 - 5:45 .p.m:

6:15 - 7:00 p.m.

7:06 - 8 :15 p.m.

8:15 - 8:45 p.m.

,k
ECONOMIC ISSUES or ACCESS

TO BIBLIOGRAPHIC INFORMAIION
Carlton Rochull

New York,University

Discussion

LUNCH

Four Discussion Groups
* (Each led by.one of the

morning speakers)

COFFEE

Continue Discussion Groups

TOUR LINDA HALL LIBRARY

Cocktails - Linda Hall

0SUPPERpwith Linda Hall

Board of Trustees

Wok

IMAGES OF BAROQUE SCIENCE:
Some Title Page Themes with Variations:
William Ashworth
Linda Hall Library

-108
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I flfCfMtlfR 1A4 1Q03

LINN\ HALL LIBRARY
510 Chorry t'root

'1;00, 101110 4011, 01U;444100 O}' )kip Itoport4

10100 - 1011i 4,m, corm

10:1'i , 11100 4,M, WoolioniLittom 4o0 Prioritio5

11;00 W400 moo PetiOp404' Roact104
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APPENDIX 0

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

.'BIBLIOGRAPHIC SERVICES AND USeR NEEDS

A Conference Sponsored
by the

Council/4 Library Resources',
'Bibliographic' Service Development Program

Convened at Linda gall Library

Kansas City, Missouri.
December 14-16, 1983

SPE*ERS

1. M R . DOUGLAS' FERGUS() N
Director, Library Systems Office,
Stanford University Libraries
Stanford, California 94305

415-497-9724

2. MR. THOMAS H. MART-I N
School of Information Studies
Syracuse University
202 Huntington, Hall

Syracuse, New York 13210
315-423-3840

3. MS. NINA W. ---A\ATHESON
Planning Office

National Library of. MediCine
8600 Rockville Pike '

Bethesda, Maryland 20209
301-496-2311

. MR. CARLTON. ROCHELL
Dean of Libraries

New.York University
Elmer Holmes Bobst Library
70 Washington square South
New York; New York 10012

212-598-2484'
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BSDP PROGRAM COMMITTEE MEMBERS

5. MS. HENRIETTE D. AVRAM
Assistant Librarian for Processing Services

Library of Congress
Washington, D.C. 20540

202-287-6240

6. MR.' ROWLAND C. W. BROWN
President
OCLC Online Computer Library Center, Inc.-

6565 Frantz Road
Dublin, Ohio 43017

800-848-5800

7. MS, JOAN GOTWALS
Deputy Director of Libraries
University of Pennsylvania Libraries

,3420 Walnut Street

Philadelphia, Pennsylvaniv4 29104

215-898-6001

8. MR. ?JA'ME'S F. GOVAN
University Librarian
Universityof North Carojina
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514

. 919-962-1301

9 . MS. C A,R 0 L F. I S H I MO T 0

Head, Cataloging & Processing Department

Widener Memorial Library
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

61Z-495-2431

10. MR. RAHARD W. MCCOY
President.
The Research Libraries Group, Inc.

Jordan Quadrangle
Stanford, California 94305

415-328-0920

11. MR. RODER.ICK G. SWART'Z
State Librarian and Director
Washington Library Network
Washington State Library, AJ-11

Olympia, Washington 98504

206-753-2915
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CLR BOARD MEMBERS

12. MR. :CH8RLES D./7CHURCHWELL1
Dean oflibrary Services
Washington University.
Skinker and Lindell Boulevards
St. Louis, Missouri. 63130

314-889-5400 /

1 . DR. MARTI,N M. CUMMINGS
Consultant /

Council on Library Resources

1785 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington,/D.C. 20036

202,-483-7474

14. MR, FREDERICK H. WAG'MAN
2979 Hickory Lane
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

1. 313-973-1214

LIBRARY SCHOOL/DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATION FACULTY

15. M'R. ABRAHAM BOOKSTEIN
University of Chicago Graduate Library School
.1100 East 57th Street
Chicago, Illinois 60637

312-962-8268

16. MR. MICHAEL BUCKLAND
Dean, School of Library and Information Studies
University of California, Berkeley `

Berkeley, California 94720'
415-642-9980

/
17. MR. BASIL STUART-STU'BBS

School of Librarianship

University of British Columbia
831-1956 Main Mall

Vancouver, British Columbia V6T 1W5 CANADA
604-228-4991



FOUNDATION OFFICERS

18. MS. MARCELLA GRENDLER
Progiam Officer, Research Resources Program'
Division of Research Programs
National Endowment for the Humanities

1)1100-Pennsylnia Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20506

202-786-0204

'(LIBRARY ADMINISTRATORS-

19. MR. LARRY X. BESANT.
Director
Linda Hall Library

.
5109 Cherry Street
Kansas City, Missouri 64110

816-363-4600

20. MR. DAVID F. BISHOP
Director of Libraries

University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia 3060

404-542-2716

21. MS. LYNN MAGRATH
Associate Director in charge of Public Services

Pikes Peak Regional Library District
Penrose Public Library
P.O. Box 1579
Colorado Springs,,Colorado 80901

303-471*-2080

22. MS. NANCY L. EATON
Director of Libraries,

113 Bailey-Howe Library
University of Vermont

Burlington, Vermont 05405

802-656-2020

23. 14 S. D. KAYE/GAPEN
Dean, University Library
University of Alabama, Box S
University, Alabama '35486

205-348-7561
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24. M.S. P-AT tli OLHOL 1E"
Assodfate Director

Rensselaer PolyteChnic Institute
Folsom Ljbrary
110 Eighth 5tre t
Troy,New Yo1 181

$518-266-8

25. MS.' S A R.A H. T H Q'M A S
CLR Intern°

University of Geprgia
..A.,kthens, Georgia 30602

NETWORK AND COMPUTING CENTER ADMINISTRATORS

26.' M R.. FRANK P. ,G R I S H.A'M
Executive Director,,,SOLINET,

Plaza Level, 400 Colony Square
401 Peachtree Street, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30361

404-892-0943

27. 'M R. kl 0 16 W. MC C R E
President, 'EDUCOM

Box.364
Princeton, New Jersey 0854011

609-734-1915

28. MR. RONALD MILLER
Director

Cooperative Library'Agency for Systems and Services
1415 Koll Circle, Suite 101
San Jose, California /95112

408-289-1756

CLR STAFF

29. MR. WARREN J. HAAS
President

Council on Library Resources
1785. Massachusetts Avenue,. N.W.
Washington, D.C.' 20036

202-483-7474

30. MR. C. LEE JONES
Program Officer
council on Library Resources
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'31. MR. KEITH RUSSELL
Program Associate
Council on Library Resources

32. M4R. P A U L P E I E R S O N

CLR Consultant . V.
% Linda Hall Library
5109 Cherry 'Street

Kansas City, Missoumil 64110

816-3634600.
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